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“We must try, through international education, to realize something new in the world -- a purpose that will inspire us
and challenge us to use our talents and material wealth in a new way, by persuasion rather than force, cooperatively
rather than competitively, not with the intention of gaining dominance for a nation or an ideology, but for the purpose
of helping every society develop its own concept of public decency and individual fulfillment.”
- Senator J. William Fulbright
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[INTRODUCTION TO THE ETA HANDBOOK]

The ETA Handbook is a compilation of information collected from past ETAs and current Fulbright
staff members. Its purpose is to give important, relevant, and useful information that will help
prepare ETAs for their arrival in South Korea. This version of the ETA Handbook supersedes all
other information published about the Fulbright Korea ETA Program, including past Handbook
editions and information on the Fulbright Korea website, which may be outdated. Thus, it is
imperative that ETAs familiarize themselves with the material contained herein prior to
their arrival. ETAs are responsible for knowing the information contained within - it is not
the responsibility of the Fulbright Korea office (Korean-American Educational Commission)
to make sure that they are familiar with this knowledge.
The purpose of this handbook is to not only prepare ETAs for Orientation, but also provide all
incoming and renewing ETA grantees with useful resources and information that will be relevant to
them during their grant year. As such, it is strongly encouraged that ETAs continue to refer to this
document throughout the grant year. Updates to the 2020-2021 ETA Handbook will be relayed and
released to the entire cohort. The handbook will most likely answer many questions that will arise
once they start living and working in their placement.
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[OVERVIEW OF THE ETA PROGRAM]

In 1992, the Fulbright Korea English Teaching Assistant Program began with the arrival of eight
U.S. citizens in South Korea to teach English. Fulbright Korea’s ETA program has grown
tremendously since then; today, it is benchmarked as the “Gold Standard” among all ETA programs
worldwide by the U.S. State Department. The program is the largest among all Fulbright
Commissions, boasting nearly 1,400 program participants since its founding. It is highly regarded for
its innovative training, unmatched program benefits, and access to the Fulbright Korea alumni
network, which consists of more than 6,500 American and Korean scholars, researchers, and
specialists. Currently, the Korean-American Educational Commission (KAEC), Korean Ministry of
Education, and U.S. Institute of International Education jointly organize, select, and develop the
guidelines for the program.
The Fulbright English Teaching Assistantship (ETA) program grants American college graduates
teaching positions in elementary and secondary schools across South Korea. ETAs typically teach
classes from March to mid-December, as well as supplementary classes which may or may not be
held during summer vacation. ETAs are cultural ambassadors, and are therefore encouraged to take
advantage of the many opportunities available to learn more about South Korean culture, in addition
to sharing their own culture.
To help ETAs adjust to life in South Korea and prepare for the challenges of working and teaching
in a Korean school, as well as living in a new cultural environment, the KAEC holds an intensive
Orientation training program each winter for new ETAs. At the end of this Orientation period,
ETAs move to their respective placements and teaching assignments. Originally, all first-year ETAs
were required to live with a homestay family for the duration of the grant year. However, recent
difficulties in finding adequate homestays have made this requirement. And thus, in 2020, the ETA
Program in South Korea changed to allow first year grantees the additional living opportunity of
being in a one-room studio apartment. While KAEC recognizes that the homestay experience can
provide an immersive and engaging environment in which to learn about Korean culture and
customs, KAEC is confident that the opportunity to live alone in a foreign country will allow
grantees to learn about Korean culture and grow in ways they would not have anticipated before.
To continue supporting ETAs during the grant year, Fulbright holds two conferences in the fall and
spring. Past conferences were held in Gyeongju (located on the mainland) and in Seogwipo (located
on Jeju Island)—locations are subject to change depending on site availability and the COVID-19
pandemic situation. The conferences are forums to share teaching ideas, work through teaching
challenges, and hear from guest speakers. The conferences are also opportunities for ETAs to build
their social networks, discuss life in Korea and next steps as young professionals.
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[INTRODUCTION TO FULBRIGHT KOREA]

What We Do
For over 70 years, the Fulbright Program has given hundreds of thousands of passionate and
accomplished students, scholars, teachers, artists, and professionals of all backgrounds and fields the
opportunity to study, teach, conduct research, exchange ideas, and contribute to finding solutions to
complex global challenges.
The Fulbright Program in Korea, administered by the Korean-American Educational Commission
(KAEC or simply Fulbright Korea), seeks to build mutual understanding and to share knowledge
across communities while enhancing the lives of Fulbright grant awardees. Each year, approximately
150 American Fulbright grantees to Korea take part in educational and cultural exchange through
lecturing, teaching, research, graduate studies, and seminars. They become part of a global network
of nearly 400,000 Fulbright exchange participants and alumni.
How We Began
The Korean-American Educational Commission (KAEC) is a non-profit educational institution
created and funded through a binational agreement between the governments of the Republic of
Korea and the United States of America.
The start of KAEC, and the Fulbright Program in Korea, can be traced back to April 28, 1950. On
this day, a unified Korea became one of the first twenty countries in the world to establish a
Fulbright agreement for the financing of educational exchange with the United States. However, the
implementation of the Fulbright Program in Korea was delayed until 1960 due to the outbreak of
the Korean War.
While the U.S. Embassy administered some educational exchanges in the war's immediate aftermath,
responsibility for exchanges shifted in 1960 to the newly-established United States Educational
Commission in Korea (USEC/K), later renamed the Korean-American Educational Commission in
order to better reflect the binational character of the Fulbright Program in Korea.
The Commission
KAEC, as the Fulbright Commission in Korea, administers the Fulbright Program locally under the
direction of 10 commission members from Korea and the United States. The Commission is headed by
U.S. Embassy Seoul’s Minister-Counselor for Public Diplomacy, who serves as Commission Chair by
appointment of the U.S. Ambassador to South Korea, the honorary Commission Chair.
In keeping with the binational agreement that established KAEC, and the binational funding that
continues to support the Fulbright Program in Korea, the Commission includes at least two government
officials from each country, with nominations for appointments made by the Ambassador on the
American side and the Minister or Deputy Minister of Education on the Korean side. The remaining
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commission members are leaders in their respective fields with significant knowledge of U.S.-Korea
relations.
Organizationally, the Commission sets policies, approves grant selections, and otherwise supervises the
operations and budget of the Fulbright Program in Korea under the guidelines of the U.S. Department of
State's Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs (ECA) and the J. William Fulbright Foreign
Scholarship Board (FFSB).
For a list of current Commission members, visit www.fulbright.or.kr

The Secretariat
The day-to-day operations of the Fulbright Program in Korea are carried out by a commission secretariat
composed of 14 Korean and American staff headed by an executive director. They work in close
collaboration with both the Fulbright Commission in Korea and with the Institute of International
Education (IIE) and Council for International Exchange of Scholars (CIES) in the U.S. for the successful
implementation of the Fulbright Program in Korea.
In addition to administering Fulbright grants for Korean and American citizens, through the Secretariat,
KAEC also provides academic support services necessary to promote educational and cultural exchange.
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[THE KAEC SECRETARIAT STAFF]

The Korean-American Educational Commission (KAEC) Secretariat administers the Fulbright
Program from its office in Seoul. The KAEC staff maintains contact with ETAs throughout the year
via the Program Assistant, phone, email, and workshops. ETAs are required to inform KAEC staff
of any important changes that occur during the year as well as any major problems they may
encounter. KAEC is responsible for managing several programs, including the U.S. Education
Center, ETS testing facilities, the Fulbright Research Grant Program, and the ETA Program.
Key Staff Members
Dr. Byungok Kwon, Executive
Director. Dr. Kwon received a PhD
in Logic from Ohio State
University. He has experience with
major corporations, global
consultancy, and government
advisories and currently manages the 19 Fulbright
grant programs.
Mr. Nam Hyeong Kim, Program
Manager. Mr. Kim manages all
Fulbright programming, both U.S.
and Korean.

Mrs. Young Sook Lee, ETA
Program Officer: Mrs. Lee organizes
ETA programming, including
Orientation logistics, workshops,
and conferences. She also serves as
a liaison between ETAs and their
host schools.
Mr. Young Hwan Sung,
Administrative Assistant: Mr. Sung
works as KAEC secretary and
general affairs administrator. He
handles logistical concerns.
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Mrs. Sung Won Park, Financial
Manager. Mrs. Park takes care of
all financial matters. She also
manages Fulbright properties
and HR.
Ms. Sumin Lee, Financial
Controller. Bookkeeper and
processor for grantee award
payments and reimbursements.

Ms. Isabel Moua, ETA Program
Assistant. Isabel works with the
ETA Program Officer and is the
chief liaison between the ETAs
and KAEC.

Ms. Heidi Little, Associate
Program Officer. Heidi assists the
Executive Director and serves as
the non-ETA Student and
Scholar Programs contact and
coordinator.

[GETTING READY TO GO]

Passport and IDs
ETAs must bring a passport valid for at least six months after the expected arrival date in South
Korea (ideally, for the entire grant period). ETAs should also bring a second form of official
identification with a recent photograph, such as a state driver’s license or U.S. passport card.
Passports should always be kept in personal possession while ETAs are traveling to or from South
Korea. They should also be kept in personal possession or in a secure place if ETAs are staying in
one location for an extended period. Lost or stolen passports should be reported to the U.S.
Embassy in Seoul, immediately. Full-validity passports can no longer be issued at U.S. embassies and
consular offices abroad. All U.S. passport applications submitted at U.S. embassies and consulates
are sent to the United States for processing. Fulbright recommends making at least two photocopies
of the passport picture page and the South Korean visa. One copy should be left in the U.S. and one
brought along to South Korea. This will make getting a replacement easier in the event of a lost or
stolen passport. If an ETA loses their passport, it is the responsibility of the ETA to replace it
on their own time and with their own money, even if it is lost abroad. Having proper
documentation is solely the responsibility of the grantee, not of KAEC.
Shortly after arrival, Fulbright will provide ETAs with a Fulbright identification card which will
constitute as proof of an A-3 visa. It is also important to bring two, different passport photos
that the OCT will collect at the airport so KAEC can apply for an ETA’s Alien Registration
Card (ARC) and disburse the Fulbright ID as soon as possible. Besides a U.S. passport, the
ARC will serve as a primary ID in South Korea and will be useful for setting up many services,
including a bank account and cell phone.
As a foreigner, it is especially important that ETAs pay attention to the recognition of the legality of
their stay. Without a recognized form of identification in Korea (i.e., U.S. passport or Alien
Registration Card), it may be difficult, if not impossible, to go to establishments with only your state
ID and Fulbright ID card. In “normal times,” such establishments would usually only be bars or
other establishments which have age requirements. However, during the COVID-19 pandemic, a
U.S. passport or ARC is usually required when going to restaurants. During the Orientation period,
ETAs may not have access to these forms of identification and as such, they should remain close to
the orientation site and carry their state and Fulbright ID to prevent any mishaps while they wait for
their ARC and U.S. passport.
At the airport, ETAs will be asked to sign several proxy forms (one of which will be written in
Korean, with an English translation of the document provided), which will ensure that the KAEC
staff can help process an ETA’s ARC application along with other necessary documents (varied by
individual need) without an ETA’s presence at the various immigration offices throughout Seoul.
This is for the convenience of the ETAs, as they will be preoccupied with the Orientation program
and will not have time to make frequent trips to the Immigration Office in Seoul during this period.
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ETAs will be given their ARCs near the end of Orientation, in early to mid-February, once the
ARCs have been processed and received by KAEC.
Visa
The Fulbright Program in South Korea operates under the authority of a bilateral agreement
between the governments of the Republic of Korea and the United States. This agreement entitles
Fulbright grantees to an “A-3” or “agreement” visa status. Because of the nature of the visa, these
visa holders cannot accept monetary compensation from sources outside their contracted agency
while in South Korea. If accepted, the holder risks deportation and other legal consequences. A-3
visa status exempts the holder from South Korea’s residence control law and permits a stay in South
Korea for the full period of the award.
To apply for an A-3 visa, please follow the directions below:
1. Locate your nearest Korean Consulate here.
2. Check your specific consulate’s rules and regulations for visa applications. KAEC
recommends that ETAs also call the Consulate to make sure that you have all necessary
documentation before submitting your application.
3. Complete an A-3 visa application.
4. Send your completed application materials to your nearest consulate. A completed
application includes the following:
a. Your passport (valid for at least 6 more months past the written intended entry date
on your visa application)
b. 1 photocopy of your passport
c. 1 copy of your KAEC Signed Grant Authorization Document
d. 1 passport photo (2” x 2” in color)
e. 1 agreement to quarantine
f. 1 health form
g. A self-addressed, stamped (pre-paid) envelope.
You may also be required to submit the following documents:
h. 1 doctor’s note stating you are free of COVID-19 and/or COVID-19 symptoms
i. 1 e-ticket or itinerary for your travel day
j. Proof of lack of Korean citizenship/naturalization papers (if of Korean heritage)
5. Do NOT send your materials through regular mail. Use certified mail so you can track your
documents.
6. Other things to note:
a. There are no fees for processing an A-3 visa.
b. Processing times vary between 2-5 weeks depending on the consulate, so it is best to
get started as soon as possible! Apply with time to spare to avoid major problems
later.
c. Do NOT use the e-form portal - print and fill out a copy of the application, and mail
it/take it in person to the consulate.
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You must apply for your A-3 visa in America before coming to Korea. Do not plan on applying for
your visa in Korea as you cannot apply here. Also, be sure to request an “A-3-99 Fulbright
Agreement Visa.” You should state that you are a Fulbright grant recipient. To eliminate any
confusion about visa status, you should not indicate that you will be teaching. Indicating you will be
teaching will likely cause the consulate to reject your application as they will presume you need to
apply for an E-2 Teaching Visa instead. Please notify the ETA Program Assistant immediately if you
have any difficulty obtaining a visa or if you require a visa extension.
Taxes
By law, ETAs must file U.S. taxes while in South Korea. Arrange to bring the necessary tax
paperwork or have it sent. Publications 421 (Scholarships and Fellowships) and 54 (Tax Guide for
U.S. Citizens and Resident Aliens Abroad), distributed by the IRS, are helpful. These are available on
the IRS website.
ETAs must apply for KOREAN TAX-EXEMPT STATUS for the grant year. It is recommended
to contact the IRS after December 1, before departure, to request IRS Form 6166. Bringing the
original and a scanned copy of this form to South Korea is advised, as some institutions/schools
require it in order for ETAs to qualify for tax exemption in South Korea. To receive this form, one
must apply using IRS Form 8802, the application for which can be found on the IRS website and
costs approximately 85 USD. KAEC will reimburse first-year ETAs for this application cost after
receiving 1 copy of the ETA’s IRS Form 6166 and a copy of the application cost receipt at
Orientation. KAEC will keep 1 copy of the ETA’s IRS Form 6166 on file at the Fulbright Building
in Seoul in the chance that the ETA’s school or provincial Board of Education require it from
Fulbright. ETAs should keep 1 copy of their IRS Form 6166 with them to submit in person to the
school’s administrative office if they request it.
Please be aware that Fulbright and KAEC, including the Program Assistant, are not legally
allowed to give tax advice or information. So, any questions that ETAs have during the
grant year regarding taxes should be directed elsewhere.
Please note: Although ETAs receive an automatic 60-day filing extension by living overseas,
they will have to pay interest from April 16 onwards on any unpaid taxes.
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[MEDICAL CONSIDERATIONS]

Medical Clearance
ETAs must submit the IIE medical form to the New York IIE office and have it approved before
they purchase their tickets to South Korea. IIE will send the medical form to ETAs via the online
portal/email. Complete this form ASAP, as it takes several weeks to receive clearance from IIE.
Please note that South Korea requires a tuberculosis test and drug test (with negative results) for all
staff, including ETAs, to be cleared to work in schools. Medical test results should be submitted
along with the medical form; they can be uploaded to the portal as a separate file, named accordingly.
All medical clearance procedures must be done at the grantee’s expense.
Inoculations
South Korean government regulations do not require any inoculations of travelers except for those
arriving from areas affected by plague, yellow fever, or cholera. Some physicians recommend
vaccinations against such diseases as cholera, hepatitis, polio, tetanus, typhoid, and typhus. A
physician should be consulted before deciding whether to obtain these or any other inoculations.
The Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) is a reliable source of information.
The following vaccinations are recommended by Dr. John Linton, MD, a U.S.-certified physician
and Director of the International Health Care Center at Yonsei University Severance Hospital:
Important
● Tetanus/Diphtheria/Pertussis (Tdap or Td): Updated every 10 years with a single booster (1
dose of Tdap, followed by a dose of Td every 10 years). If unknown or incomplete history of
a 3-dose primary series, completion of the primary series is recommended (0, 1, 6-12 months
schedule).
● Hepatitis B: 3 doses at 0, 1, and 6 months schedule (minimum intervals: 4 weeks between
doses 1 and 2, 8 weeks between doses 2 and 3).
● Hepatitis A: 2 doses at 0, and 6-12 months schedule (minimum intervals: 6 months).
● Influenza: 1 dose annually.
All of the vaccines above are available in South Korea, but a combined hepatitis A and B vaccine is
not available in South Korea.
Not Considered Important for South Korea
All of these vaccines can be obtained in South Korea in the unlikely event that there is an outbreak of the disease:
● Cholera
● Pneumovax
● Typhoid
● Malaria
● Rabies
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Japanese Encephalitis: Vaccination can be considered for long-term (a month or more) travelers
to South Korea not limited to Seoul and other major cities during the virus transmission season
(May to October). Inactivated vaccine: 2 doses at 0, and 4 weeks schedule (available in the U.S.).
Live, attenuated vaccine: 1 dose (available in South Korea). Some ETAs have received this vaccine before
arriving, but many have not as it can be expensive and hard to find in the U.S. You can receive it in Korea at a more
affordable price as most Korean hospitals have a greater availability of the vaccination compared to U.S. hospitals.
Although it is best to obtain inoculations before departure, most inoculations are readily available in
South Korea. To avoid unnecessary discomfort while traveling, it is recommended that inoculations
obtained in the U.S. be completed at least one week prior to departure. Recommendations can be
received from a U.S. primary care provider, the CDC, a local public health center, or a U.S.
travel/international clinic.
Mental and Physical Health
Mental health facilities are limited in South Korea, which means English-speaking licensed
professionals may be difficult to find. Meeting English-speaking licensed professionals who operate
in a way that Americans are used to may be even an even more difficult endeavor. Because ETAs
will have received medical approval from IIE before arriving, Fulbright will consequently assume
that ETAs will be in a healthy state when the grant period begins. If an issue arises that requires
medical attention, Fulbright will do everything possible to help ETAs establish contact with an
appropriate medical professional. However, individuals with past histories of mental health disorders
may want to seriously consider their ability to cope and adjust to South Korean society. In addition
to the comparative scarcity of mental health resources available, struggles that ETAs face might not
be understood or treated with the amount of sensitivity or consideration that they desire or expect
to receive. Living abroad in any country can result in considerable mental and emotional strain, and
ETAs should prepare themselves for that prospect.
If an ETA does want to speak with a licensed professional, the Fulbright program offers ASPE
ASSIST, a 24/7 service for Fulbright grantees in urgent and non-urgent situations (including but
not limited to, mental health crisis support, medical advice, and travel health information).
During Orientation, it is strongly encouraged that ETAs develop a personal support network among
fellow ETAs for the duration of the grant period. ETAs are the only ones who will directly relate
with everything experienced in Korea. Only ETAs can understand the hardships other ETAs face
adjusting to South Korean culture, school life and new living situations. While friends and family
from home are good support systems to utilize, they may have a limited perspective into an ETA’s
daily life.
Living in any foreign country for a sustained period of time offers its own unique challenges. It is
important that ETAs develop tools for managing and minimizing stressors as they occur during the
year. Throughout Orientation, the Orientation Coordinators (OCs) will be committed to helping
ETAs establish networks and cope with culture shock, and will further support adjustment in any
way possible. However, after leaving Orientation and starting the grant year, ETAs will be facing
challenges using their own wits and coping strategies. As such, it is a wise move in the long run to
start building a toolkit of adjustment mechanisms and support systems for the potential rough
patches in the coming grant year.
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Medications
Those currently taking medication should bring prescriptions and all pertinent medical information a
doctor might need in the event of an emergency. You cannot refill a U.S. prescription at a Korean
pharmacy usually. However, bringing your U.S. prescription can help a Korean doctor fill out the
same prescription for you. In addition, ETAs should bring any over-the-counter medicines used on
a regular basis (cold medicine, Tylenol, ibuprofen, Sudafed, etc.), if an ETA does not wish to figure
out the correct South Korean equivalent at the pharmacies, and especially so during the quarantine
period. Tylenol and ibuprofen are fairly common and can be bought over-the-counter at pharmacies
and occasionally in convenience stores. However, over-the-counter dosages in South Korea might
differ from their American counterparts.
In addition, ETAs may bring their own anti-diarrheal medication. Medications such as Pepto-Bismol
can reduce symptom severity if taken for a short period of time. Probiotics may also be helpful in
helping ETAs adjust to the Korean diet. Please use caution when taking anti-diarrheal medications,
as the cause of diarrhea in South Korea is often bacterial and may require treatment with an
inexpensive antibiotic (ciprofloxacin) prescribed by a doctor. It has been recommended in the past
that ETAs do not take Imodium, which is tailored to bacterial cases, different from those present in
South Korea. ETAs may want to talk to their doctor about bringing medication for intestinal
infections, although many ETAs do not experience these problems during the grant period or
receive medicine from a Korean doctor.
Multi-vitamin and calcium supplements are also useful while adjusting to the South Korean diet, but
tend to be slightly more expensive in South Korea. There are South Korea equivalents to most
vitamins, but if you are looking for a particular brand, especially an American brand, be aware that
the price will be much higher, and some searching may be required to find it. In such cases, past
ETAs have recommended bringing a year’s supply or having them shipped to South Korea from the
U.S. ETAs can also order certain brands of vitamins and supplements through online stores such as
iHerb and Amazon; but again, keep in mind that this may be at a higher cost than for vitamins in the
States.
Many ETAs report getting sick (mainly with colds) in South Korea more often than in the U.S. This
may be due to a variety of factors, including daily contact with students, closer living quarters, and
the culture of sharing food. For this reason, it is recommended that ETAs bring more cold medicine
and vitamins than they might otherwise plan.
Different allergens and the fine dust that travels through South Korea every winter and spring may
also be a concern for ETAs. Those with allergies and asthma should be prepared in case they are
adversely affected, although specific air quality varies across the different regions of South Korea. It
is always recommended that ETAs talk to their doctor before departing. There have been a few
cases of dormant asthma being triggered again. While inhalers can be acquired in South Korea, the
ASPE health benefits plan will not cover the cost of any medication related to preexisting
conditions. If you have respiratory problems, you may also want to consider the purchase of air
filters and the usage of KF94 masks when the air quality is lacking.
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In the case an ETA has a prescription that they must take regularly or plans to bring backup
medication, they should first check to see if the medication is allowed in Korea. Korea has different
specifications for “controlled substances,” and prescriptions that may be allowed in the US may not
be allowed to be brought into Korea. As such, in the case ETAs need a new supply of medication,
ETAs may either have to get new prescriptions in Korea (medicine with the same chemical
composition, just under a different brand name, if available), or have to receive a permit to bring in
medication themselves and/or have their medication imported into Korea (please see this
document, provided by the Ministry of Food and Drug Safety, formerly known as the Korea Food
& Drug Administration).
Medical Care
There are competent physicians, surgeons, and dentists in all major Korean cities. While many
doctors do not speak English, some have been educated in America or other English speaking
countries and do speak it fluently. However, in the case that doctors are able to speak some English,
most are trained in using medical terms rather than layman’s terms. As ETAs are in South Korea,
they will be expected to prepare for medical visits with pertinent vocabulary and phrases in
order to communicate. Knowing the words to describe symptoms will make medical visits
smoother.
The best hospitals in Seoul are Severance (associated with Yonsei University), the Asan Medical
Center, St. Mary’s Hospital, Samsung Hospital, Paek Hospital, and the National Medical Center
(associated with Seoul National University). These will be the easiest places to find someone who
speaks English if ETAs require it, but it should be noted that costs for treatment may be higher than
at local clinics. The facility with the most experience in medical treatment for foreigners is the
International Health Care Center of Severance Hospital, which is part of the Yonsei University
College of Medicine in Seoul and is directed by Dr. John Linton. Appointments for the International
Health Care Center at Severance Hospital are available Monday through Saturday. Walk-ins are also
possible, but the wait time can be significant. The phone number is (02) 2228-5800 for domestic
callers, and 82-2-2228-5800 for international callers. If email is preferred, the address is
ihcc@yuhs.ac. The staff can refer patients to South Korean specialists through the hospital who may
or may not speak English. Again, it is safer to assume that the doctors do not speak English, and
thus prepare for appointment in advance. As the hospital is fairly large and comprehensive, expect
for there to be wait times as doctors see multiple patients.
Due to COVID-19, it may be more difficult for ETAs to travel to Seoul for medical
treatment. Wherever possible, KAEC suggests that ETAs look for medical providers that are closer
to their placements. ETAs can find direct payment providers in the WellAbroad Network. ASPE
and Seven Corners have expanded the number of direct payment providers outside of locations in
Seoul. There are several referral providers as well. In the Korean medical system, patients may need
to visit a doctor to get a referral to another tertiary hospital.
As previously said, there are numerous hospitals throughout South Korea. Outpatient clinics in
hospitals are preferable to private clinics for major concerns, and it is better to make an appointment
than to visit the Emergency Room (unless it is a true emergency). However, the majority of people
in South Korea visit a private clinic before going to a larger hospital. Many minor ailments (common
colds, influenza vaccines, allergies, etc.) can be treated at local clinics very inexpensively, and it is
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possible to find doctors in private clinics who speak English. Ask co-teacher(s), your homestay
family, local expats or others for advice before deciding to travel to Seoul. Most, if not all, medical
treatments can be conducted at or near your placement. Co-teachers or homestays are generally
willing to assist ETAs who have fallen sick, but ETAs should notify the Fulbright Office
immediately in the event of medical emergencies or serious ailments.
Payment for medical service is required at the time of service, and most major hospitals and clinics
do accept credit card payment. Plan to pay for all medical care at the time of service and ask for an
itemized receipt upon payment. ETAs should also bring any medical forms that need to be filled out
by the doctor for reimbursement to their appointment (available on the US Department of State
Seven Corners website). Please be aware that it is the responsibility of the ETA to pay for all
medical expenses incurred. Do not expect a co-teacher, the school, the homestay, or KAEC
to cover medical expenses. ETAs can seek reimbursement via the ASPE health benefits plan,
explained in the next section, after their treatment has been conducted and paid for.
Health Coverage
The U.S. State Department provides grantees with basic health benefits plan during the period of
the grant. Immunizations outside of vaccinations outlined in the ASPE guide, routine dental
work, and vision are not included in this plan. According to the August 25, 2020 ASPE guide,
“ASPE requires all its members (exchange participants) to pay co-pays. $25 co-pay for office visits,
$75 co-pay for ER, Hospitalizations and Urgent Care.” ETAs should note that ASPE is subject to
change its health benefits guidelines and that any changes to coverage are not the responsibility of
KAEC.
This plan is contracted on a direct payment or a reimbursement system. If you go to a direct
payment provider, found in the WellAbroad network, then you will only pay the co-pay listed above.
If you go out of network, ETAs pay for medical services up-front and then submit their receipts and
claim forms to the insurance company. The insurance company in the U.S. will then follow up with
the claim and issue a reimbursement check. The total process can take two to six months to
complete depending on the method of Claim Submission that you choose. Paper forms and relevant
physical receipts from your medical visit that are mailed to the US via post will take more time.
However, you may send claim forms to Seven Corners via their claims email. Regardless, ETAs
should be prepared to wait for reimbursements to be processed and have enough money in their
accounts to cover any medical emergencies.
For more information about the State Department’s basic health insurance plan, please see the
ASPE (Accident and Sickness Program for Exchanges) website. ETAs will receive their physical
ASPE Health Benefits Sheet at Orientation, after which they will be able to register on the ASPE
online website. Please be aware that it is the responsibility of the grantee to file and process
all of the necessary paperwork for insurance reimbursements. Grantees should keep their
ASPE Benefits Sheet on them at all times and keep a digital file (a picture) in an easily
accessible online location, such as a Google Drive account.
Some ETAs may be able to extend their coverage in the U.S. under parental insurance plans because
a Fulbright grant is considered a graduate fellowship. Contact personal insurance providers for more
information. If an ETA is still covered under a parent’s or family insurance, that insurance
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will be the ETA’s primary insurance for the duration of the grant year. These ETAs will have
to file their insurance claims through their parents’ or family’s insurance first. Any remaining costs
can then be claimed through ASPE.
The health benefits plan issued by Fulbright is accepted at Severance, as well as other hospitals in
Seoul and around the country affiliated with the program. For a complete list of these direct billing
health care providers, please look at the WellAbroad website.
The State Department’s health benefits policy only covers ETAs while they are in South Korea.
ETAs that choose to travel outside of South Korea during their approved vacation times must find
their own travel insurance as needed. Past ETAs recommend purchasing international travel
insurance for only specified travel periods during the break to avoid paying for a full-year plan.
Please note: “The Accident and Sickness Program for Exchanges (ASPE) is a basic policy and it
is not a substitute for your private health benefits coverage. It is not intended to cover long-term
health care and has limitations in coverage. For this reason, you are encouraged to maintain your
current policy or to obtain comprehensive health insurance coverage to offset the cost of major
medical contingencies that may occur when you are abroad, to cover you if you travel outside of the
host country, and/or to provide you with immediate coverage when you return to the U.S." (Taken
from the Fulbright website)
Prescription Glasses and Contacts
Prescription glasses and contacts can be easily obtained and are generally cheaper in South Korea
than in the U.S. New glasses and contacts can be obtained from any local optometrist store and
vision tests are usually done on the spot if an ETA does not have a recent prescription or has lost
their glasses/contacts. A new pair of glasses will typically cost 50,000~100,000 (frames and lenses
included). Many American-brand contact solutions are also available in South Korea. If an ETA has
specific vision problems (e.g. astigmatism, higher-order aberrations or HOAs), it is helpful to pack
or scan a copy of a most recent prescription so that an optometrist can refer to it.
LASIK/LASEK is also available for those who are interested, and it can be performed in all major
cities. While it is significantly cheaper to get the LASIK/LASEK in South Korea than in the States,
it is still a procedure an ETA will have to pay for out of pocket and is not covered by the ASPE
insurance. KAEC suggests that all ETAs do their research before deciding which hospital/clinic to
get the surgery performed. KAEC cannot give suggestions as to which clinics to use.
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[LUGGAGE & PERSONAL ITEMS]

Airline Baggage
The easiest and cheapest way to ship belongings to South Korea is to bring it on the plane as
accompanied baggage. Most carriers will allow two check-in bags per international ticket. However,
ETAs should check with their specific airline carrier to determine exact baggage limits and
applicable excess-baggage fees as they vary from airline to airline. Generally, KAEC only
suggests ETAs pack two check-in bags within the baggage limits as overweight fees are expensive
and ETAs tend to accumulate possessions over the course of the grant year.
Shipping
International mail can also be used to send baggage. See Appendix B for the appropriate addresses.
Shipping options include USPS Airmail, FedEx, DHL, UPS. These shipping options are fast but
expensive. Airmail takes 1-2 weeks; FedEx, DHL, and UPS can deliver within the week.
Note: Due to COVID-19, packages may be delayed at customs and some carriers may not
offer international shipping. Please check with your local carrier before sending your items.
Overall, the international shipping system is fairly reliable; however, ETAs should be careful about
shipping valuables, especially electronics worth $150+. Packages sometimes arrive already opened or
with contents missing (e.g. electronic equipment). The safest way to transport valuables is to bring
them on the plane with you or to use a more expensive shipping option, such as DHL, which provides
package tracking and insurance. Regardless of whether they are used, or new, valuable items may be
subject to customs charges. Generally, packages with a declared value of over $150 may be taxed.
Do not send computers through the mail. In the past, ETAs have been charged up to $300 in tax
after sending their laptops to South Korea via mail. Bring your computer with you in your carry-on
luggage as you will need it during the Orientation period.
Excess Baggage Allowance
An excess baggage allowance of $200 is included in the terms of a Fulbright award. This allowance
is for the entire round trip (this means an ETA’s first flight to South Korea and last flight
back to the United States upon completion of the grant year(s)). ETAs may use the allowance
completely for the trip to South Korea, save it all for the return trip home, or divide it between the
two. The excess baggage allowance may be applied to any accompanying baggage or to items sent
via international mail. In any case, ETAs will not be entitled to more than the actual cost incurred,
up to the $200 limit; payment will be made only upon presentation of valid receipts with clear and
legible name and monetary amount. Any additional baggage costs over the $200 limit will come at
the ETA’s own expense. Send applicable receipts to the Program Assistant after KAEC requests all
receipts in order to claim the allowance. Due to recent Korean laws, all baggage allowances will
be paid to the ETA in Korean Won equal to 200 USD. Please make sure to save all receipts!
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[PACKING]

When you arrive at Incheon International Airport, you and your luggage will be transported directly
to the Orientation site. All your luggage will be kept with you in your quarantine room for the virtual
training portion of Orientation, and later will go with you to your dorm room for the in-person
training portion of the Orientation period. It is strongly recommended that you pack everything
you need for Orientation in only one of your large pieces of luggage so that you will not need to
unpack all your belongings during Quarantine or Orientation.
Things Provided at the In-Person Portion of Orientation
In addition to daily meals and walk around allowances, you will be provided with bedding (one
sheet, one blanket, one pillow), Korean language class materials, an online ETA Teaching Manual, and
a Fulbright Korea t-shirt. Your dorm will be outfitted with soap, but no shampoo, conditioner,
toothbrushes or toothpastes. There will, however, be several local convenience stores, including one
within the Orientation site’s dormitory building for 2020 Orientation, where you can buy basic
toiletries, snacks, and household items. Other items will be provided during quarantine (see:
Quarantine Packing section).
Clothing Standards in Korea & For Orientation
With regards to packing clothing, it is important to note that even though you will be surrounded by
other ETAs for the majority of Orientation, once you go to your placement, you will largely interact
only with South Koreans in your community. As such, make sure that your clothing does not detract
from your role as a cultural ambassador.
The main difference between clothing standards in South Korea and the United States is that South
Korea is much more conservative in regard to showing skin on your upper body for both men and
women. Exposed shoulders, cleavage, collarbones, midriffs, and backs are rare, and clothing that
shows these areas should be left at home. Wide-strapped, sleeveless tops that cover most, if not all,
of the top of your shoulders are also rarely accepted, even when exercising, and should always be
worn with a light cardigan or jacket. Most importantly, you must be able to do a 90-degree bow at
the waist without flashing anyone from behind or in front. It is also common for women to wear
pantyhose with skirts and shorts, though not always. Overly tattered clothing should also be left at
home, and socks with holes should NEVER be worn in South Korea (it is seen as very embarrassing
and/or rude). In general, it is a good idea to err on the side of caution when you first arrive in South
Korea, to make sure that you are presenting the best image of yourself to those around you.
Carry-On Bag
In the event that your luggage gets lost during your flight or the luggage delivery is later than
planned, it’s important that you pack at least two-three spare outfits, and basic toiletries in your
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carry-on bag. This way you will still be able to shower and have presentable clothes for
programming while waiting for the rest of your luggage to arrive. You will also want to pack your
passport and visa paper, a pen (for immigration forms), a thermometer, prescription medicine, your
award letter and award document, Preparing your carry-on bag to sustain your initial arrival to South
Korea will ease any stress caused by lost or delayed luggage. When Orientation starts, things move
quickly; a prepped carry-on bag will help you feel more prepared as Orientation begins.
Bag 1: Quarantine & Orientation
Quarantine Packing
ETAs should pack all essentials that they think they will need for quarantine in their “Bag 1:
Quarantine & Orientation” suitcase. The Orientation Site will provide the following materials for the
ETAs:
• Toilet Paper
• A bar of soap
• 1 set of bedding (pillow, blanket, sheet)
• 1 Korean-sized towel (about the size of U.S. kitchen towel)
• 1 water boiler (not to be used for making food, only for boiling water)
• Mini-refrigerator
• A couple water bottles
• Tissue/Paper towel
KAEC will provide the following:
• Snack package for the quarantine period
KAEC suggests that ETAs pack the following items in addition to whatever, they feel is important
for them to bring for the quarantine period.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Protein shakes, vitamins, food supplements
Comfort snacks, non-perishable foods*
Exercise equipment (bands, yoga mat, etc.)
Medicine, health products (including menstrual products)
Shampoo, conditioner, towel
Bar laundry/powder soap for handwashing clothes

*All foods that are brought to Korea should be adhere to ROK Customs guidelines.
Smart Business Casual
Based on a poll of the 2018-2019 cohort, most Korean schools have a dress code ranging from
casual to business casual. In an effort to create a professional environment and prepare ETAs for
their transition into the Korean workplace, the following Smart Business Casual dress code should
be followed throughout the Orientation Training Program. This dress code is reflective of ETAs’
experiences at most schools in Korea. Therefore, ETAs will be required to dress in Smart Business
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Casual wear for all Korean language classes (KLI), Fulbright workshops, and General Meetings
unless otherwise indicated (i.e. placement ceremony, departure day, etc.). ETAs may wear Fulbright
t-shirts and appropriate bottoms (not jeans) as an alternative to the Smart Business Casual dress
code. If the ETA fails to adhere to this dress code, the OCT will send them back to change, thereby
leading the ETA to miss vital programming. Multiple violations of the dress code will result in
official documentation in the ETA’s records, as kept by KAEC.
Smart business casual bottom guidelines:
● Jeans of any wash (light or dark denim) are only acceptable with a blouse or collared shirt.
● The combination of a t-shirt (of any kind) and jeans (shorts or pants) is not acceptable.
● Colored jeans are not acceptable
● Jeans must not have rips, tears, holes etc.
● Leggings used as pants are not permitted
● Shorts must be longer than mid-thigh
● Running, swimming, or athletic shorts are not permitted
● Skirts and dresses must reach mid-thigh and not show undergarments when bending over
● Cloth, slacks, khaki, chino, jean (without rips) bottoms are acceptable
Smart business casual top guidelines:
● Midriffs, backs, shoulders, and chests must not be shown
● Tank tops are not permitted unless they are paired with a blazer/cardigan
● T-shirts, other than Fulbright t-shirts, must not be graphic tees.
● If tops are see-through, they must be worn with some sort of undershirt (tank top, camisole,
etc.) underneath.
● Button ups (short and long sleeve) are allowed.
● Blazers and/or cardigans are needed for business professional events but are not necessary
for daily activity
● Ties are not necessary for daily activity
Smart business casual shoe guidelines:
● Flip flops are not permitted
● Closed-toed shoes such as flats and loafers are permitted
● Open-toed shoes are only permitted with socks or panty hose being worn at all times.
● Athletic slides (sport sandals) and shower shoes are not allowed
● Running shoes are not allowed
● Sneakers (neutral colored) are allowed
● Boots are allowed, no snow boots unless one changes shoes
Smart business casual outerwear guidelines:
• Being that the Orientation Training Program takes place in the winter, ETAs should take
care to dress appropriately for the weather. Outerwear colors are not considered, the ETA’s
warmth and health take priority. Please bring an appropriately warm, thick jacket(s) for the
winter.
Business Professional and Business Casual Outfits
During Orientation, there will be a couple occasions when you will be expected to dress in business
professional. One of these days is the last day of Orientation, when you will meet a representative
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from your school (e.g. your principal, your vice principal, your co-teacher, or any combination of the
three). Business professional dress means a suit, tie and dress shoes for men and dress pants/skirt,
blouse/blazer, dress shoes, and hosiery for women. For women, a professional dress may also be
acceptable. First impressions are especially important so you will be asked to change if your
clothing is not appropriately professional. No uncovered shoulders, low-cut shirts, t-shirts, tattered
clothing, jeans, or skirts more than two inches above the knee! It is recommended that you pack one or two
business professional outfits in your Orientation bag. Once again, remember to test out your
clothing before packing them by bowing in them first to see if they will be suitable as business
professional in a Korean work setting.
For women’s close-toed dress shoes, the OCT recommends bringing low-heeled pumps or nice
flats. During certain days with professional attire, you may be standing for long periods of time,
walking long distances, or moving luggage (particularly on the last day of Orientation).
Everyday Casual Clothing
“Winter campus dress” will be appropriate for the time outside of official programming during
Orientation. Two or three pairs of pants, a few long sleeve t-shirts, one or two pairs of jeans, a
couple of shirts/blouses, a few sweaters/sweatshirts/cardigans, a padded jacket, shoes with
fur/warm lining, boots, and warm shoes should suffice. Snow boots may not be needed for the
Orientation site, but ETAs can choose to bring them if they wish.
Athletic Clothing
The Orientation site may have athletic facilities available for you to use. Those planning on using
these facilities should be prepared to pay for any usage fees out of their own pocket. Many cities in
South Korea also have available workout facilities with monthly membership fees, although perhaps
more difficult to find in more rural placements and usually more expensive than what you may be
used to in the US. Some apartment complexes have smaller and cheaper gym options on site so be
sure to ask your host family or school about this if you cannot afford other options. Local
universities, high schools, and local community centers also occasionally allow for recreational use of
their fitness facilities. Additionally, indoor-only shoes are generally required for workout facilities, so
pack a pair of clean tennis shoes if you plan to go to them.
A pool will not be available at the Orientation site. However, ETAs may have the opportunity to
visit an indoor pool during the grant year. When packing, keep in mind that Korean pools have a
strict dress code of conservative one-piece swimsuits, longer swim trunks, and swim caps. When
going to the beach, you will see Koreans adhering to a similar dress code, some even wearing rash
guards or swim shirts. Note that you do not need to wear or bring a rash guard. However, if you do
not have the items used at Korean pools before coming to Korea, it is recommended that you buy
them ahead of time. Swim caps are usually available for purchase in larger stores, but if you are
concerned about availability and sizing, please bring your own swim cap.
Other Recommended Items (for Orientation)
You should pack a supply of whatever you consider to be daily necessities, enough to last for the
duration of the six-week program. Necessities may include the following:
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● Laptop computer (This will be extremely helpful for the first two weeks of quarantine,
regular Orientation activities, and during the grant year if you prefer to lesson plan at home).
● Ethernet cable: All rooms will come equipped with their own Wi-Fi router, however, there
may be an internet outlet in your Orientation site dorm room for faster internet access than
Wi-Fi.
● Camera: You will likely not have access to stores that sell electronic equipment until the end
of, or even after, Orientation, so plan accordingly (e.g. bring extra SD memory cards, lithium
batteries, etc.). If you have a smart phone, a camera may not be necessary.
● 2-3 Adapters: There will be some adapters available for sale after the quarantine period.
However, during the quarantine period, Korea University and KAEC will not be able to
provide you with adapters. It is HIGHLY recommended you bring at least two adapters; one
for your smartphone and one for your laptop/tablet. https://www.power-plugssockets.com/south-korea/
● Watch
● 1 Large bath towel: One towel will be provided by the Orientation site for the quarantine
period. However, most bath towels in South Korea are slightly bigger than hand/kitchen
towels. If you can adapt easily to using a hand towel (as most ETAs do), you may get by with
the one towel and save luggage space! If you do choose to bring a large bath towel, be
conscious of its thickness and how long it takes to dry, as winters in South Korea do not
have a lot of sunlight and many homes in Korea do not have dryers. If they do have dryers,
they are not “heavy duty”.
● Deodorant: Recommended – Deodorant has been gaining in popularity in recent years.
However, while you may be able to find deodorant in cities and stores like
Costco/Homeplus/Emart and even some stores that sell health and beauty products
deodorant brands are usually few and limited in type, ingredients, and strength (mainly
powder/small spray cans).
● Extra money: (See “Orientation Stipend”)
● Miscellaneous: medicine, photos of friends/family (good for showing your host family or
students), travel/small board games or a deck of cards, and cereal/snack bars (protein or
protein bars can help you ease into the Korean diet).
● Any teaching material you might want to use for lessons (a map of your city, a board game
you really want to play with your students; some may be difficult to find or very expensive).
Bag 2: Post-Orientation Items
Teaching Clothes
As previously stated, the level of formality varies from school to school, but erring on the dressy
side is definitely recommended, especially for your first few weeks of teaching. Female teachers
typically wear blazers, slacks, dress shirts/blouses, skirts, or dresses. Male teachers usually wear
slacks with a collared shirt (ties are sometimes worn for teaching). In a professional setting, skirts are
rarely worn above the knee, and sleeveless shirts or dresses are not appropriate teaching attire
without a cardigan or other top to cover your shoulders. Pantyhose are also generally worn with
skirts and dresses. Clean socks should be worn when wearing slacks/pants. (In general, please always
wear clean socks while in Korea. You never know when you might be brought to a traditional
restaurant where you have to take off your shoes and unclean or torn socks are incredibly
rude/embarrassing in Korea.). Cleavage is absolutely not appropriate. If you have low cut shirts but
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do not want to buy an entirely new wardrobe, invest in high-necked camisoles to make your outfit
more modest. Tight or revealing clothing of any kind is also not appropriate for teaching. Sandals
and open-toed shoes are worn with hosiery or socks (to cover your feet). You will also need to pack
for the full spectrum of warm and cold weather. Korean schools tend to conserve heating and air
conditioning throughout the year. Hallways are not usually heated or cooled, and windows may be
opened at all times during the year. Consequently, most teachers wear warm clothes and light coats
all day in the winter.
As a final note, be very conscious of size differences when it comes to clothing. Even if you are somewhat
average in the United States (e.g., size 12 for women) it may be difficult for you to find clothes that
fit. While most major cities in South Korea have a few international stores, like H&M, that carry
international sizes, if you are above average in any way (e.g., height, weight, bust etc.) you should
consider bringing or shipping more of your own clothes as these stores are usually not available in
placements that are more rural or further away from the larger cities.
Shoes
At most schools, students and faculty wear slippers inside the building. Usually, these are any kind of
slip-on shoes or “slide” sandals/flats, which are readily available for purchase in South Korea
(though larger sizes are harder to find). Keep in mind that South Korean culture will require you to
slip your shoes on and off several times throughout the day, as shoes are not worn in homes or in
many restaurants. For this reason, shoes that are easy to put on and take off are ideal in all situations.
Again, it is also a good idea to always wear clean socks/pantyhose or pack an extra pair of socks when
wearing shoes without socks.
Similar to clothes, you must be aware of size differences if you are thinking about buying shoes in South Korea.
South Korean shoe sizes are based on millimeters, so first you will have to convert your size from
U.S. to Korean shoe size. For women, you will have a hard time finding shoes bigger than a U.S.
Size 8 (250 in Korean size); men’s sizes typically go up to a U.S. Size 10.5 (285). Women may have
an easier time of finding sneakers above a Size 8 if they wear men’s or unisex sneakers. But other
shoes will be difficult to find. South Korean shoes tend to run slightly narrow, so those with wide
feet may also have difficulty finding shoes. There are larger sizes available in specialty stores that
cater to foreigners or international stores like H&M and ABC Mart, but selection might be limited.
Gifts for School and/or Homestay Family
Gift giving is very important in South Korean culture. You can create a positive first impression if
you bring small gifts for your homestay and school (e.g., principal, vice principal, and co-teacher(s)).
However, please consider the extravagance of your gifts.
All teachers who have passed the civil servant exam in Korea are considered to be public servants or
public officials. Anti-bribery laws in South Korea have altered the gift-giving culture at schools. This
law restricts gifts to superiors or working partners to gifts costing 30,000~50,000 KRW or less,
depending on the type of gift. More can be read about the law here. Giving expensive items will
cause discomfort to the recipient and put you in an awkward position, despite the nice gesture. To
avoid this, bring sharable food or inexpensive items, preferably objects that are not readily available
in South Korea. In general, the thought counts more than the gift. As long as your gift is something
inoffensive and easily accessible/enjoyable, you should be fine.
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As homestay information will most likely not be provided by schools until the last week of
Orientation, we advise that you wait to prepare a food gift for the family. If you would like to
prepare gifts ahead of time, we HIGHLY recommend that you prepare can be shared by an
entire homestay family, rather than individualized gifts (e.g., food or a board game). Again, it
is not the amount of money you spend on the gifts, but rather the gesture and thought that counts.
If you are not able to procure all of your gifts in the United States, it is okay to buy gifts in South
Korea. Nice tea/coffee sets, ties/scarves, stationery, or food/snacks can be purchased from stores
during Orientation or when you arrive at your placement. There is plenty of time to buy gifts after
Orientation. You may also have the opportunity to purchase Fulbright Korea shirts or tote bags
during Orientation. Past ETAs have compiled this list of gift suggestions:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Famous products from your state/hometown
American chocolates/candies, dried fruits, your favorite snacks
Calendars or postcards of your state/hometown
Pens or other small typical souvenir-type things from your state/hometown/university
Sports apparel (t-shirts, caps, etc.) from professional teams or your university
Nice coffee grounds/beans, honey, tea (Be aware that many people typically drink instant
coffee and may not have a grinder or coffee maker.)
● Vitamins and other well-being/health goods (They are expensive in South Korea. In the case
that you do not have a homestay family, get vitamins that you wouldn’t mind taking either.)
Wrapping and presentation is also important. You can pack gifts for your school and/or homestay
in your “second bag,” purchase wrapping paper or gift bags in South Korea, and give the gifts
during your first week at your placement. It is not necessary to give gifts the moment you arrive; you
can wait for a few days until you find the right time.
Past ETAs’ Thoughts on Packing
What items are you glad you brought?
● Laptop computer
● External hard drive
● Flash drive/USB drive
● Converter cables for Apple products
● Extra USD (in case of emergencies or times where you need to pay a U.S. retailer in
Korea—such as the Embassy, if you need to reissue your passport)
● Flexibly-sized clothing for potential weight gain or loss
● For women: Lots of bras, especially in nude or neutral colors (almost all Korean bras are
padded/lacy/very decorated and while size options are expanding, are typically only available
up to a B cup)
● Hiking gear (very expensive and popular in South Korea; sizing can also be an issue)
● Products for non-Asian hair
● Any over-the-counter medications such as, Midol, NyQuil, cipro, fiber supplements
● Shout! wipes/Tide-to-Go pens/Oxi-Clean (or other stain removers)
● U.S. American holiday cards
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● Costco card (Most South Korea branches accept US membership cards. If they do not, you
can get a yearly membership card here.)
● Playing cards
● U.S. American snacks (granola bars, chocolate, buttery popcorn, ranch, etc.)
● U.S. library card with pin number (If your library has the Overdrive, Libby, Hoopla, etc.
apps, you can still check out e-books and audiobooks from Korea. Print English books are
expensive here and libraries/bookstores have limited English sections.)
● Black jeans or other darker colored jeans (They are more casual, but can look dressier for
school.)
● While the handbook emphasizes bringing conservative clothing, feel free to bring less
conservative clothing for non-Fulbright related activities and personal excursions
What items did you need but did not bring?
● Water bottle (cute/smaller-sized ones can be found in Korea, but there is not much variety
for bigger water bottles.)
● Original programming discs for reinstalling computer programs (Windows software, etc.)
● Deodorant
● Supply of basic U.S. medications/pills (painkillers, Tylenol, ibuprofen, antacids, sleeping
pills, antihistamines, allergy pills, yeast infection creams/pills, etc.)
● Necessary nutritional supplements (vitamins, tablets, etc.)
● For women: Larger-absorbency pads and tampons and other menstrual products such as
menstrual cups, which are becoming easier to find in Korea but lack the variety and costeffectiveness from home (regular-absorbency pads and tampons are common but tampons
and foreign/U.S. brand menstrual cups are more expensive than in the U.S.)
● Makeup for darker and pinker skin tones (particularly concealer, powder and foundation—
outside of Seoul, you will not find makeup for darker/pinker skin tones in stores. You’ll
have to travel to Seoul/Busan or order from Sephora Korea)
● Waxing strips
● Insect repellent (insect repellent now becoming more common in Korea, but isn’t as strong
as US brands)
● American/English board and card games (Checkers, Monopoly, Apples to Apples Jr.,
Boggle, Guess Who, Pictionary, Scrabble, Taboo, Twister, etc.)
● Winter jackets/outerwear (especially for ETAs who are above the Korean average in any
way as it can be more expensive and difficult to find a winter jacket that fits)
What items did you bring but could have just bought in South Korea?
● Cardigans (very easy and cheap to find in South Korea – necessary for covering your
shoulders if you have sleeveless dresses/shirts)
● Too many toiletries (Many of the same brands are available. However, if you are picky about
particular personal hygiene products and brands for razors, face wash, etc., bring your own
as foreign products are usually harder to find or are more expensive.)
● For women with small feet: Too many pairs of shoes (available and cheap up to size 8)
● Too many socks (Korea is the land of socks for average Korean-sized feet people!)
● Too many clothes, too many clothes, too many clothes!
● Too many pairs of pantyhose (available and cheap unless heavy set or taller than 5’8”)
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Nail polish and makeup (popular and abundant, but usually limited to the paler Korean skin
tones)
● Batteries (inexpensive and abundant)
● Stationery supplies (VERY abundant and much higher quality than U.S. stationery)
● Birth control (two pill versions are available over the counter and cheap at any local
pharmacy; however, if you need a certain kind or size, you may want to bring your own or
check availability before leaving the U.S.)
●

Used Items for Sale at Orientation
The OCT will collect a small number of used items in good condition from outgoing ETAs to sell,
on a first-come, first-served basis, to the incoming ETAs after the quarantine portion of Orientation
ends. Money collected from the sale of these items will fund special Orientation events and
programs. While an exact list of what will be available has not been compiled yet, last year’s sale
included a limited number of the following items:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Adapters (US plugs to SK plugs)
Clothes hangers
Full-size towels
Hair dryers/curling irons
Korean phrase books/dictionaries
Travel guides (South Korea and surrounding countries)
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[ARRIVAL IN SOUTH KOREA]

ETAs will arrive at Incheon International Airport (west of Seoul) on January 10th. After passing
through quarantine, immigration, baggage claim and customs, Fulbright staff members will meet
ETAs at the airport. ETAs will then board buses bound for the Orientation site, where they will
reside for the next six-weeks. The ETA Program Assistant will get explain the Arrival and
Immigration procedures more in depth in the days leading up to your arrival.
Immigration
Entry for U.S. American citizens into South Korea is straightforward. Upon arrival, everyone must
go through immigration. This is where you will show your passport and submit your arrival card
(distributed on the plane). On the arrival card, for “Occupation,” write “GRANTEE,” and for
“Purpose of Visit,” write “FULBRIGHT.” Although critical entry inspections are not normal, do
not write “TEACHING” in either of these categories, as you may get held up in customs. Fulbright
recommends using the KAEC office as the “Address in South Korea” when completing the arrival
card, so do keep the address at hand (see Appendix B).
Baggage Claim
After passing through immigration, go directly to baggage claim. Should your baggage not arrive
with your flight, you will most likely be notified by baggage service employees who will ask for
information about where your baggage should be delivered. If this occurs, please message the
Program Assistant at the airport; they will help you contact the airline. Lost luggage will be delivered
to the Orientation site, to your quarantine room, when it arrives.
Customs
After passing through immigration and picking up your bags at the baggage claim carousel, you will
proceed to customs. At customs you will need to submit your Traveler Declaration Form. You may
have received this form on the plane, and if you did not receive it on the plane, there will be stations
next to the exit that you may stop at to fill out your form. At customs, you will need to declare the
goods that you have brought into the country, as well as any duty-free products that you bought
during your travel that exceed the declaration allowance. Your bags may be tagged for additional
screening, and a customs official may scan and/or search your bags a second time. If you packed
goods that cannot be brought into the country (e.g., animal products, live plants, seeds or nuts, fresh
produce, etc.) they may be confiscated here. After passing through customs, you will proceed to the
arrivals section.
ROK Mandated Quarantine for Incoming Passengers
More information will be sent to ETAs by the Program Assistant regarding exact logistics on what
to do after exiting customs. In the meantime, ETAs should take note of the following explanation
regarding the mandatory quarantine in the Republic of Korea.
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The Republic of Korea requires all incoming passengers to quarantine for 14 days upon arrival in
Korea. At the time of the distribution of this handbook (12.23.2020), vaccinations have not affected
the mandatory quarantine system. Therefore, even if you’ve received the COVID-19 vaccination,
you will still need to quarantine upon arrival in Korea.
As was mentioned in the October announcement about the commencement of the 2020 Fulbright
Korea ETA Program, KAEC will take care of quarantine logistics. KAEC has arranged for all firstyear ETAs to quarantine at the 2020 ETA Orientation Site, Korea University. During the quarantine
period, first-year ETAs will be assigned single dorm rooms in Korea University’s quarantine
dormitory. They will be provided some room essentials, but should bring all food/snacks, materials,
and things that they think they will need during quarantine (refer to packing section). Leaving the
room at any time during the quarantine period is not allowed.
First-year ETAs will be tested for COVID-19 two times during the quarantine period, once a day
after their arrival in Korea and one before the end of the quarantine period. Some ETAs may be
required to test at the airport and may have to wait at a government quarantine facility for their test
results. All passengers who test positive for COVID-19 will be taken to a government quarantine
facility and monitored. Self-isolation at home is not allowed in the Republic of Korea.
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[ETA LIFESTYLE]

The main components of the Fulbright ETA Program include the six-week winter Orientation, the
English teaching assistantship, and various opportunities for cultural immersion in South Korea.
Winter Orientation
The 2020 ETA Orientation Training Program will take place from January 10th to February 19th at
Korea University Sejong Campus in Jochiwon-eup, Sejong-si. During Orientation, ETAs must
prepare to quarantine for 14 days. You will not be permitted to leave your room except to get tested
for COVID-19 for the duration of the 14 days.
After the quarantine period ends, all ETAs will move to another dorm and take all of their personal
belongings. Because of the ongoing pandemic, no ETAs will have assigned roommates and all
rooms will be single. The Orientation site will also have rules and regulations that ETAs are
expected to respect and follow. For many, Orientation will be the first time in years to live in this
kind of regulated atmosphere. ETAs will need to adjust to this style of living, in addition to cultural
adjustments. Campus Assistants (CAs) will be on staff, in addition to the OCT, to help ETAs
transition to into their grant year.
Orientation dorm rooms include a bed, desk, chair, and wardrobe for each ETA. Each dormitory
room also has a private bathroom. Wi-Fi will be available. ETAs will not acquire cell phone
service until after Orientation is complete, when they begin teaching at their schools.
The Orientation program prepares ETAs for the challenges of living and working in South Korea,
allows them to adjust to a new culture and lifestyle in a comfortable setting, and gives them an
opportunity to develop friendships and support networks with one another. Major components of
Orientation include intensive Korean language instruction, teacher training and practice, and cultural
workshops. Be prepared to have a busy schedule of daily Korean classes and training seminars,
teaching practice, cultural workshops, Korean review classes, and other extracurricular activities.
Intensive Korean Language Classes
Knowledge of the Korean language prior to being awarded the Fulbright Grant is not a requirement
of the ETA Program; however, knowledge of the Korean alphabet, Hangeul, is REQUIRED
of all ETAs upon arrival in South Korea. (Please take this seriously as being able to read in
Korean will be necessary during your time here and not being able to read will severely hinder your
quality of life.) Online links for doing so are available in Appendix D. There will be a Korean
language placement exam at the beginning of Orientation. ETAs who do not have a basic mastery of
the Korean alphabet will be at risk of falling behind in Korean language class from the very
beginning, as Korean classes may be taught entirely in Korean for all levels of classes. This is the
general trend of language instruction both within the United States as well as in South Korea, as it
provides total immersion in the target language. It will also give ETAs a firsthand experience of
what their student’s learning environment will be like in classes taught by ETAs, which are often
exclusively in English.
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Teacher and Teaching Training
ETAs will receive some basic teacher training at Orientation through teaching workshops, which are
led by OCs and ETAs from previous grant years. Additionally, ETAs are able to share effective
classroom management methods and other teaching advice with each other during Orientation,
conference workshops, and via Kakao, Facebook, or ETAB discussions throughout the year. It is
important to be aware, however, that much of an ETA’s training for teaching will happen after they
begin to teach, learning what is needed by their students and the school.
The typical ETA Orientation day will last from 8:00 a.m. until 6:00 p.m., not including homework,
meals and other optional extracurricular activities that will be available. ETAs should think of
Orientation as job training. Many weekends will also contain mandatory programming, so ETAs
should not expect to have time to visit friends and relatives, or have visitors during the sixweek Orientation program. Additionally, ETAs should also expect to not leave the
Orientation site and its local area. Visitors of all types are highly discouraged in all years,
but this rule will be enforced strictly this year due to COVID-19 restrictions. This program is
meant to prepare you for your grant year, so it is very important that you are actively present and
participative during your six weeks of training.
At the beginning of Orientation, the OCs will provide detailed program expectations and guidelines
in a document known as the “Orientation Agreement,” which all ETAs will be expected to sign and
uphold. Additional agreements issued by the Orientation site may also need to be signed. If an ETA
does not wish to sign these agreement forms, they may be excused from the program, and their
grant terminated.
Successful completion of all Orientation components—language classes, teacher training, and
cultural preparation—is a requirement for ETAs to move onto their placement at a host school.
ETAs who do not successfully complete all aspects of Orientation will return to the U.S. at
their own expense, as well as be required to reimburse Fulbright for all costs they have
incurred until that time (flight included).
Teaching Practicum
In light of the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, KAEC has canceled the 2020 Fulbright
English Program. However, KAEC and the OCs have developed an opportunity for ETAs to
practice teaching and get feedback on their lesson plan(s), teaching skills, and areas of improvement.
More details regarding the 2020 ETA Orientation Teaching Practicum will be released at the
Orientation site.
Placements
In December, ETAs will complete a placement preference form. THIS IS THE ONLY
PLACEMENT QUESTIONNAIRE THAT YOU WILL RECEIVE. While the KAEC office
tries to consider ETA’s top preferences, in reality, ETAs have little to no say in their exact
placement. A variety of other factors, such as placement availability, school requests, provincial
budgets, and Fulbright’s needs, take precedence. Placement decisions will be made by the ETA
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Program Assistant, the ETA Program Officer, and the Executive Director. ETAs will be informed
of their placement school and location in the third for fourth week (tentative) of Orientation. Once
placements are assigned, the host schools will be notified and will then begin looking for homestays
or studio apartments. It is the responsibility of the host schools to find a suitable living arrangement
for each ETA. The KAEC is NOT involved in this living arrangement search process but will be
notified once a host school finds a suitable place. ETAs should be aware that this process may take
time as the school is preparing for the start of the new school year and the school (and its students)
are on break. As KAEC will not release information on housing until all ETAs have been assigned
either a homestay or an apartment, ETAs will receive their housing information near the end of
Orientation, if not on Departure Day, which is the last day of Orientation.
KakaoTalk Messaging Application
ETAs are highly encouraged to download and create an account for the KakaoTalk
messaging application before arriving in Korea. This free application enables users to text and
call domestically and internationally over Wi-Fi/data to other KakaoTalk users. While most people
in South Korea use their phone service for calling, KakaoTalk has become the most popular and
widely used standard for text messages. Almost everyone you encounter in South Korea will have
and use KakaoTalk. It can also be downloaded on both a computer and smartphone (only one
phone per account). To sign up, it is recommended that ETAs use their email address so all contacts
will be saved when transferring the application between phones. Click here to for the KakaoTalk
webpage.
KakaoTalk will play a vital role in the way ETAs communicate with people not only during
Orientation, but during the rest of their time in Korea. It will also be used as a main form of
communication between ETAs, Korean Language Instructors, and CAs. ETAs will find it more
convenient to bring a smartphone with KakaoTalk downloaded and set up before arriving. Those
ETAs who are unable to bring a smartphone to South Korea should download KakaoTalk
on their computers and make an account so they will be able to log into it after they arrive.
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[TEACHING]

The ETA Role
The Fulbright English Teaching Assistantship is primarily a teaching position. In most cases, ETAs
serve as the primary teacher in the classroom and will have to plan lessons, prepare materials, and
manage classes independently, with little to no assistance from their co-teacher. In some cases,
ETAs co-teach their classes, and lesson planning and management are shared with a co-teacher or
multiple co-teachers. There are yet other ETAs who teach as an assistant to their co-teacher, and
help out with activities and lessons that are planned mostly by others. Generally, secondary ETAs
will primarily serve as the primary teacher while elementary ETAs will co-teach with their coteacher. However, every school and co-teacher differs in their expectations. While the ETA role is
ideally to teach conversational English and share U.S. American culture with students, the reality of an
ETA’s role at their school is largely determined by the needs of the students and the administration. In recent
years, English education in South Korea has placed greater emphasis on speaking and listening.
However, especially in high schools, reading is still a priority. So, students may have lower speaking
and listening skills. ETAs must be willing to adapt to any teaching situation presented by
their school and be flexible to the sudden and ever-present changes that will occur during
the grant period.
The Fulbright Korea ETA contract states that ETAs should teach 22 class hours per week. Some
ETAs teach more than 22 hours, but the exact number of classes taught varies by school. ETAs
must be compensated by the school for classes in excess of 22 hours, but the rate may also vary by
school. Some ETAs may teach at multiple schools, but their total hours of class per week should still
be 22 or less. ETAs MAY NOT receive extra compensation from outside parties for additional
teaching duties (e.g., private tutoring) or for any other reason. Doing so could lead to deportation as
you would be breaching your contract and visa status’ guidelines.
Even if an ETA takes on the role of an Assistant Teacher, all ETAs are full-time faculty and teachers
at their school. As such, ETAs should be present at school for at least 40 hours per week (at least 8
hours per workday), sometimes more. Do not come to South Korea with the expectation of
spending fewer than 40 hours per week at school. Since class hours are usually not consecutively
scheduled, ETAs often have free time between classes. ETAs may use the free time at school
constructively to plan lessons, study Korean, socialize with students, and work or chat with other
teachers in the teachers’ office (gyomushil). These non-teaching hours will be valuable if they are
spent forging better relations with the school or spent on personal projects and goals.
It is important for ETAs to be flexible about their teaching schedules. In Korean schools, it is
extremely common for last-minute schedule changes to occur for various reasons including but not
limited to the absence of a substitute teacher system and numerous responsibilities of Korean
teachers. Common schedule changes may include class cancellations, make-up classes, and switching
class times and/or classes themselves. It is the ETA’s responsibility to prepare for these changes by
having backup lesson plans prepared as well as by communicating with their co-teachers about any
upcoming schedule changes every day. In many cases, ETAs are expected to be proactive in their
communication concerning schedule changes.
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Classes typically contain 25-45 students, which means ETAs teaching 15-22 different classes can
expect to have 400-900 students; however, some schools are significantly smaller, with some classes
as small as 5 students. ETAs usually teach each class once or twice a week, which may mean
teaching similar lessons many times throughout the week, although no two lessons will be exactly
the same as different classes require lessons to be tailored to their specific levels and skills. While
some ETAs may be asked by their school to teach from a textbook, some create their own lessons
and are given freedom in regard to curriculum and content. In some cases, ETAs teach both from
the textbook as well as from their own lesson plans and may center their own lessons around themes
and key phrases from the textbook. An ETA’s situation will depend upon the school and coteacher. ETAs may draw from their own personal creativity or previous teaching background to
create lesson plans. Fulbright provides each ETA with the Fulbright ETA Teaching Manual, which
contains teaching tips, sample lesson plans created by previous ETAs, and links to a variety of online
resources. ETAs will also have access to ETAB, an online forum for ETA discussions and lesson
plan sharing.
Extracurricular and Club Classes
In addition to teaching regular classes, ETAs often teach extracurricular English club classes and
English classes for teachers. These supplementary classes are great opportunities for ETAs to get to
know their students and colleagues better. They are ideal for experimenting with more creative,
interactive lesson plans, such as the community project ideas in ETA’s Statement of Grant Purpose.
However, any project ideas written in or thought of outside of the Statement of Grant Purpose, as
well as the ETA’s Personal Statement, will need to occur on the ETA’s own time, outside of allotted
classroom teaching hours. Although the teaching schedule may seem daunting, please remember that
teaching is the primary purpose of the ETA Program and is also the most rewarding and
exciting aspect of the grant year.
It is important to remember that the success of many ETAs’ grant years hinge on the ETA’s
ability to remain flexible and keep a positive attitude in every situation.
Summer Break and Summer Camp Programs
Schools provide ETAs with 12 total business days of vacation (not including weekends or national
holidays) for the summer breaks, which is traditionally sometime between the end of July and the
end of August. Some schools may give more vacation days to their ETA, while most schools
give exactly 12 business days. Each individual school will be in charge of the decision of
how many extra vacation days (if any) that their ETA receives, and ETAs should not
assume that they will receive any more than 12. During vacation, many ETAs take time to travel,
conduct independent research, take Korean language classes, or arrange a job shadowing
opportunity/internship. If an ETA’s school wants a special English class or summer English Camp
to be held during the break periods, the ETA is required by contract to teach one at their
school.
The nature and scheduling of the summer break class varies by school. While some schools may
consult the ETA about summer camp dates, many schools will decide the dates without the ETA’s
input. The school will have to provide KAEC with a detailed program outline at some point, but
because some schools do not receive notification of a summer camp requirement from their
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respective Boards of Education until later in the semester, ETAs may be approached as late as June
regarding having to teach a summer class. It is best to be flexible if summer plans have not yet been
established, and to be proactive and communicate throughout if you do have important summer
plans. The program cannot exceed 10 days of actual class time, nor can it exceed four teaching hours
per day, although ETAs may be required to teach regular classes during the day before summer
camp. Class size is limited to 20 students maximum.
Depending on the school, the above situation regarding summer break class/camp may differ. Some
ETAs have had to teach 10 days exactly or less of summer break class and/or camp. For any
additional days spent teaching over the 10-day limit, each school will compensate their ETA extra
accordingly. The actual dates of camp can vary. Usually, if the school asks an ETA to do a summer
camp on a certain set of dates, most ETAs oblige, despite any inconveniences that may arise. In
maintaining the spirit of the Fulbright ETA program, it is important for ETAs to maintain a good
relationship with their school and thus meet the school's needs to the best of their abilities.
The summer camp English classes may be similar to club classes in content and style. Most schools
allow ETAs to create their own lesson plans and agendas for these programs, allowing for more
inventive and fun classes. Past ETAs have taught lessons on cooking, pop music, movies, creative
writing and drama projects. Other ETAs have chosen to take a thematic approach, focusing on a
specific theme, such as Harry Potter or cultural diversity in the USA. In some cases, the students in
these types of summer classes have more advanced English skills or a greater motivation to study
English, making debates, discussions, and student-led activities more engaging than regular classes.
The South Korean Educational System
South Korean students spend six years in elementary school, three rigorous years in middle school,
and three often demanding years in high school preparing for rigorous university entrance exams.
This is followed by four years of comparative freedom in university. South Korea has a highly
competitive educational system that places great emphasis on admission to a good university. This
"education fever" kyoyookyeol (교육열) permeates nearly all parts of students' lives. Admission to
less prestigious schools is relatively easier, but the pressure to attend a top-ranked school continues
to greatly affect adolescent life. The university that a student is accepted to and attends is of much
greater importance than how the student actually performs at the university level. It is also thought
to indicate (and influence) the student’s job prospects. As such, while middle school students are
under considerable pressure to perform well academically, there is exponentially more pressure on
high school students because they are focused on preparation for highly competitive university
entrance exams, the most important one being the national College Scholastic Ability Test (CSAT)
or Su-neung (수능) held every year in mid-November.
On the topic of discipline, note that legal restrictions for corporal punishment have been passed
only recently in South Korea, with enforcement varying from school to school. In general, urban
and progressive schools are less likely to use physical punishment than more rural schools. As
cultural ambassadors still subject to U.S. laws, ETAs should not engage in corporal
punishment themselves, but they should still be aware that they may witness instances of
corporal punishment. While you won’t be able to change your school culture, be sure to
communicate your comfort levels regarding witnessing instances of corporal punishment to your
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Fulbright co-teacher. If your school does engage in corporal punishment, past ETAs have suggested
talking to co-teachers early about expectations for punishment and creating and enforcing a wellstructured classroom management plan to help dissuade any co-workers hoping to help you from
inflicting punishments on your behalf.
The Schools
The South Korean educational system is infamous for requiring long hours and hard work of its
students and teachers. Many secondary schools are separated by gender, while most elementary
schools are co-ed. There are a variety of public, private, special interest, commercial, and religious
schools in South Korea. Subject-oriented schools include foreign language, science, and art schools,
which are usually limited to high-achieving high school students. Commercial, technical, and farming
schools are available for students planning to enter the job market immediately after high school
instead of attending a four-year college. Due to the varying nature of schools, it is important for
ETAs to tailor their teaching styles to their school’s environment and students.
While grades in elementary schools are classified from Kindergarten to 6th, secondary schools are
classified from 1st to 3rd grade in both high school and middle school. After a student is a 6th
grader in elementary school, the student becomes a 1st grader in middle school. Likewise, a 3rd
grader in middle school will then become a 1st grader in high school. Most schools organize
students into homeroom classes, and students stay in the same class throughout the day and year. In
most elementary schools, students are taught main subjects by a homeroom teacher. Secondary
teachers generally move from homeroom to homeroom, only teaching their designated subject(s).
They return to an assigned desk in a teacher’s office between classes and during breaks. Most
teachers do not teach consecutively throughout the day, similarly to ETAs, and have free periods to
complete other tasks or lesson plans. For some specific classes, elementary and secondary students
will move from their homerooms to a specialized room (e.g. Music room, Science Lab, Computer
Lab, etc..). It is also common for students to move to a designated English classroom, too. In this
case, ETAs may be allowed to have their own classroom(s) for every class. However, this is not
always the case, and ETAs may need to move from homeroom to homeroom for each class. Every
school will have a different arrangement and the arrangement can even change from semester to
semester. ETAs are reminded to be accommodating when learning the routine expected of
them.
Distinction Between KAEC and the School in an ETA’s Daily School Life
While life at Orientation will be organized mostly by KAEC, after Departure Day, experience as an
ETA in South Korea will largely be determined by each school. Schools are responsible for choosing
a homestay, establishing a class schedule, setting summer break dates, and supervising other aspects
of an ETA’s grant year. It is an ETA’s responsibility to maintain a positive relationship with
their school. Not only will this improve the grant year, but it will pave the way for future ETAs to
have their own successful grant years at the school. Failure to attempt to connect with co-workers
and students, to learn about Korea and Korean culture, and, most of all, to meet the teaching needs
of your students and school, may result in the school cutting ties with Fulbright after an ETA’s grant
year. While KAEC will be available to provide advice and serve as a sounding board when necessary,
KAEC cannot act as an intermediary for every concern an ETA may have. It is up to the ETA to
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communicate their needs and priorities to the school, as KAEC is limited in the conversations they
can have with a school on behalf of the ETA. KAEC will support every ETA to the best of their
ability, but ETAs must also realize that they will have to self-advocate during their grant year as well.
The Teachers
Becoming a teacher in South Korea is one of the most respected career paths. It is also incredibly
difficult and competitive. Prospective teachers are pushed to be in the top of their class, achieve
excellent test scores, and graduate from a top university. Afterward, these graduates have the option
to teach at a public or private school. Both types have benefits, drawbacks and incredibly difficult
exams to pass before becoming a permanent teacher. While studying for these exams, recent
graduates often choose to work as contract teachers for short periods at different schools to gain
teaching experience.
The most significant difference between public and private schools is that public school teacher will
rotate around to different public schools every few years. At a private school, teachers will usually
stay at the same school until retiring. Both school types maintain a hierarchy of respect and pay
grade. Older teachers are therefore given a higher wage with more respect and less work. Young
teachers are, in turn, paid significantly less at the beginning of their career with a much higher
workload piled on by older teachers. It is important for ETAs to acknowledge this teachingworkplace culture and regard older teachers with respect. As it is the first time ETAs will be teaching
at their respective schools, it is safest for ETAs to assume themselves as the lowest in the school
with regards to the respect hierarchy.
In South Korea, many schools and academies hire Native language teachers, or woneomin seonsaengnim
(원어민 선생님). Native language in this context is not to be confused with the language
related to one’s ethnic group. Native language in this context is taken as first language. So
while Native English Teachers (NET) will be referred to as woneomin, some schools have other
Native language teachers (Chinese, Japanese, etc.) that are also referred to with the same title.
Fulbright ETAs are a small group in comparison to the total population of Native English teachers
throughout the country. Most Korean teachers will, subsequently, already have some preconceived
notions, both good and bad, about working with a foreign teacher, even if they have never had
ETAs at their school before. In addition to this, ETAs will not be assigned as many extra duties (if
any) as their Korean coworkers, and many ETAs may not have the same qualifications as their
Korean co-workers. It is, therefore, important to be aware that not all teachers will look favorably
upon ETAs or see them as a beneficial addition to the school. This is not personal, but rather it has
to do with impressions from working with previous foreign teachers or interactions with other
Native English teachers. As cultural ambassadors, ETAs are responsible for providing a good
impression of the Fulbright ETA program and the American people by respecting other teachers
and working hard to integrate themselves into the teaching community at their school.
The Students
The lives of Korean students differ greatly from American students. On average, a Korean student
sleeps around six to seven hours each night, going to bed around midnight. Many factors contribute
to this lifestyle, though sleeping less is normal in Korean school culture. Pressure to study and get
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high grades is the most significant factor in a student’s sleep cycle, while electronic gaming and
electronic usage is high on the list, too. Many students attend several private academies outside of
school, which also increases their workloads. Some academies have class as late as 10:00 PM every
night. Due to these and other factors, it is common for Korean students to sleep during class. ETAs
are encouraged to appreciate the demanding lives of Korean students and to not take students
sleeping in their class personally. Instead, many ETAs have found success addressing sleeping
students by creating active lessons and utilizing various classroom management strategies. Speaking
with students one-on-one about their energy levels, establishing classroom rules regarding sleeping,
or offering opportunities for students to wake themselves up such as the use of standing desks may
help alleviate problems of sleeping students. While the experience of ETAs in terms of student
engagement, participation, and motivation may differ, one consistency is the strenuous nature of
school curricula, especially in regard to preparing for the college entrance exams.
Within each class, student abilities may vary greatly. Some students have had years of extra
instruction through private academies, or hagwons (학원), while other students are equipped with
only the English they have been taught in school. Although some schools have leveled classes,
classes are usually not divided on the basis of ability. Higher level students may help lower-level
students during class. However, it is your responsibility to create lesson plans that are accessible to
all students within your classroom, regardless of English ability level. Moreover, learning disabilities
can often be overlooked or not recognized in schools or society. While some schools do have a
special education class and resources for students with extra needs, this is not always the case. It is
not uncommon for special education students to be present in some, if not all, of your classes.
Check with a co-teacher to find out which students may need extra help and guidance in class and
discuss what accommodations you can make to meet their needs.
In regard to teaching styles, ETAs should understand that their students may not be used to
interactive lessons. In many of their classes, the standard teaching style is lecture-based. So, students
may be unsure of how to proceed and may need a lot of encouragement and direction for adapting
to other formats. At a school that has already had a previous ETA, students will be used to the style
and format of the old teacher because the changeover of ETAs comes during the middle of the
Korean school year. It is helpful for ETAs to talk with their co-teachers about the classroom
environments that their students are familiar with, and then plan from there. ETAs are encouraged
to be creative and get their students involved in lessons. However, ETAs should always keep in
mind the needs of their students as well as expectations their school may have about the role the
ETA’s class plays within the context of their school.
The Schedule
The school year is approximately 220 days (32 weeks). It begins in March, not September; thus, with
the program start date change, all ETAs enter their school at the start of the school year. There are
also two major vacations (summer and winter) and some shorter holidays throughout the year (see
Appendix C).
The typical school week is Monday through Friday, with extra classes on Saturdays depending on the
school. ETAs are not required to teach on Saturdays, though some schools may ask or strongly
encourage their ETA to do so. ETAs do have the right to refuse to teach these extra classes;
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however, they are excellent opportunities to improve relationships with students and colleagues.
Schools typically start between 8:00 a.m. and 9:00 a.m., and end between 4:00 p.m. and 5:00 p.m.
Most high school students stay at school longer, studying under teacher supervision at schools until
as late as 10:00 p.m. Teachers generally arrive at school before or around 8:00 a.m., and leave around
5:00 p.m. Ultimately, it is up to each ETA and school to negotiate the specific time when an ETA
should arrive and then leave school each day. However, ETAs should expect to stay for the
entire duration of the school day, even if they are not teaching classes. ETAs should discuss
this with their Fulbright co-teacher.
The Co-Teacher
ETAs are assigned a primary Fulbright co-teacher who is responsible for assisting them. This coteacher is usually another English teacher at the school, and he or she is supposed to act as an
intermediary between the ETA and the school. The reality, however, is somewhat more varied.
While some ETAs have had Fulbright co-teachers who became their closest friends and allies at
school, others have reported having Fulbright co-teachers who have been unhelpful. In the cases
where ETAs have had unhelpful co-teachers, many found another teacher at their school who was
willing to help them with banking info, cell phones, scheduling, etc. Other ETAs asked their
homestay family to help with these matters.
It is an ETA’s responsibility to create and maintain a good relationship with the Fulbright coteacher, as well as other co-teachers in the school. If a Fulbright co-teacher is not being helpful, an
ETA is expected to find help elsewhere. This is similar to what might be experienced in the United
States at a first job. Sometimes, co-workers turn out to be excellent mentors, while other times, they
may not. The onus is on the ETA to know his or her needs, vocalize those needs, and have those
needs met.
As far as teaching goes, some ETAs teach their classes with a co-teacher (another English teacher,
not necessarily the Fulbright co-teacher), but many do not. Other ETAs have many co-teachers with
whom they must coordinate. Each ETA’s situation will largely depend on the structure of their
school. In general, elementary ETAs tend to teach classes with co-teachers (though some teach
alone), while secondary ETAs tend to teach independently (though some have co-teachers).
School Relations
It is important for ETAs to maintain good relations with co-teachers, principals, vice principals, and
other teachers at their school. Not only does it make daily school life easier, it sets a good precedent
for future ETAs. Typically, ETAs have a cubicle-style desk in an office for teachers, gyomushil
(교무실), or a desk in their own classroom. One of the easiest ways to make a good impression in
school, especially the gyomushil, is to always greet and bow, insa (인사), to other teachers. When
seeing or passing teachers, principals, or administrators, and ETA should bow and say, “Annyeong
hashimnikka?” (안녕하십니까?). This is a formal hello given to those higher and older than
oneself in the workplace. It takes little effort, but it will impress colleagues. Also, other teachers may
not always give insa first since ETAs are generally younger and thus expected to initiate insa. A
standard greeting of Annyeong haseyo (안녕하세요?) may be appropriate after an ETA becomes
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friends with other teachers that do not hold higher positions within the school. However, it is
recommended that ETAs follow the customs present in each school and regard themselves in the
lowest position because they are new to the school.
It may seem difficult to be friendly with teachers or administrators because they may seem aloof or
anti-social, but keep in mind that the language barrier is often just as intimidating for them as it is
for the ETA. Often, ETAs will discover at the end of the year that a teacher who seemed rude or
anti-social was simply too shy to speak to the native English teacher. Adults/co-workers are usually
more nervous than children when speaking English, so ETAs will often have to be the one to
initiate conversation. A smile and friendly outward appearance can also help to reduce the fear many
Koreans have of speaking English. Many teachers in Korean schools are also extremely busy as they
are expected to fulfill other duties outside of their teaching hours. Regardless of their willingness or
ability to speak English, their busy schedules may also limit the time they have to initiate interactions
with you. However, there are commonly regularly scheduled teacher outings, meals, and activities
coordinated by the school which provide opportunities for ETAs to get to know and interact with
their coworkers. Attendance of such events can make a world of difference in maintaining good
school relations. There will inevitably be bumps along the way, but maintaining open
communication and continually working toward an atmosphere of mutual respect is important for
making the most of the ETA experience.
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[LIVING ACCOMMODATIONS]

All first-year ETAs will live in one of two types of accommodations. The first will be a placement in
a homestay with a student or teacher from their school, or with a family in the placement
community. The second will be a placement in a private studio apartment or “one-room” (원룸).
Homestays and studios will be chosen by the host school once placements are made. The KAEC
will give out homestay information once all the schools submit homestay information, which is
typically around the last week of Orientation.
Homestay
When living with a homestay, some days are wonderful, others are not. Misunderstandings may lead
to uncomfortable situations, but when ETAs make an effort to immerse themselves in their new
family’s life, much more is gained from the experience.
These days, more households have two working parents. Some households include grandparents, inlaws, or other relatives. Many households revolve around the children. Do not be surprised if hostparents go out of their way to accommodate their children’s wishes, which can sometimes dictate
what the entire family will eat for dinner or where the family goes on outings.
Living in a homestay may put additional pressure on host families, but there are many reasons why
families choose to accept the responsibility of hosting ETAs. Many families are eager to teach
foreigners about South Korea and learn about the U.S. Some have children who were hosted in
another country, and they want to return the courtesy. But admittedly, most families use this as an
opportunity to improve their English. While in the past ETAs were required to tutor members of
their host families in exchange for free room and board, schools now offer financial compensation
to homestay families. Consequently, the ETA is not required to tutor anyone in the homestay family,
nor is the family supposed to ask the ETA to do so. However, one or two hours a week of voluntary
tutoring, or even engaging in small talk in English during meals and playing games with host family
members in English, might help ETAs create or maintain a good relationship with their homestay.
Please be aware that this money is given to the host family to offset costs of utilities, heating, and
food incurred by the ETA. It is NOT to be thought of as a personal “living expense” account for
the ETA. In other words, while host families may be generous enough to provide the ETA with
toiletries (e.g., toothpaste, shampoo, etc.) in addition to other household necessities, they are not
obligated to provide these materials. As ETAs are a guest in their home, ETAs should make sure
to communicate frequently with their homestay family and ask before using anything, or until they
tell the ETA that it is okay to something in the home.
ETAs should try to build a good relationship with their homestay family from the beginning. Part of
this can be accomplished with gifts brought from the U.S. (see Packing section). ETAs should also
give their families gifts every so often during the grant period (e.g., shareable food items, cake or
bread from a local bakery, souvenirs from travels abroad, etc..) or in observance of major holidays.
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The second part consists of clear communication. It is advised that ETAs sit down with their host
family within the first week to go over any expectations or concerns. ETAs should have basic
consideration for the rules of the family and should be aware that they may have a curfew. ETAs
should always notify their host family in advance if they plan to come home late or miss a family
meal. It is also critical to discuss language use expectations in the homestay, as some families may
want their ETA to strictly speak English throughout their stay.
In the first few months, ETAs should make a conscious effort to stay at their homestay during
weekends and limit travel away from their placement cities. Most families only have time to spend
with each other on weekends. If the ETA is always away, then it is difficult to build a relationship
with the host family. Not only might this cause resentment on the host family’s part, but it can
significantly lower the ETA’s experience in the homestay, and subsequently be detrimental to the
entire Fulbright experience of the ETA.
Another homestay aspect to be aware of is the cultural difference concerning personal space and
privacy standards. Although ETAs are required by contract to have their own private room, many
families have an open-door policy and may enter the room without knocking. This is not considered
rude and is often an indication that the family feels open and close to the ETA. Should ETAs find
this disconcerting, they are advised to lock doors when dressing; however, it is good to leave doors
open while relaxing at home. On a side note about dressing and showering, it is common for people
to shower and change in the bathroom. ETAs should not walk around in a bath towel as it may
shock their host family and make people feel uncomfortable.
Homestay families have their own personal lives, including problems at work, financial difficulties,
and other issues that may not be related to ETAs. Some of these problems might not be
communicated due to language barriers, but most personal problems would not be shared regardless
of language. There may be times when ETAs feel they have done something wrong because the host
family members seem angry or upset, but it may not be related to them. ETAs should try to be
sensitive to family dynamics and the home atmosphere.
Should a problem arise in the homestay, whether it is personal, familial, or logistical, ETAs need to
bring it to the attention of their co-teacher and their school after having attempted to remedy the
situation with those involved. In the event that a homestay change is needed, the school is
responsible for finding a new homestay family for the ETA. Although the KAEC plays no role
in finding the new homestay, the ETA should keep the KAEC updated of any changes by
contacting the Program Assistant.
Communication is one of the most important factors in forging strong relationships with one’s
homestay family and colleagues. Learning basic Korean is the easiest (though not the only) way to
improve ETAs’ communication skills and relationships while in Korea. A common reflection from
ETAs at the end of their grant is that learning even basic Korean improved their quality of life
tremendously, and many wish they had studied more.
Studio “One-Room” Apartments
Starting from 2020, all ETAs should expect to be placed in either a one-room, studio apartment or a
homestay. A “one-room” or weonroom (원룸) is the Korean equivalent of a studio in the US It is
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called a “one-room” because everything is in one room. Your bedroom, living area, kitchen, laundry
room, and bathroom are all contained in one open format studio apartment. A one-room is not a
one-bedroom apartment and ETAs should not expect the same space and storage space as
they would have in a US studio apartment. Korea is a country where numerous mountainous
cover 70 percent of the country and there is not much arable or livable land.
As Korea has developed, more skyscrapers and apartment complexes have been constructed.
Included in those developments are the creation of one-rooms. In the not so distant past, most
Koreans lived in a family home that would often time have at least three, if not four, generations
living under one roof. Grandparents, parents, children, and grandchildren would live together in
their ancestral home. Male children would live with their parents and grandparents, fulfilling their
familial duty. Female children would move to live with their husband and would join his family. In
modern times, more and more children are leaving their ancestral home. When they leave their
family home, most people go to bigger cities in search of jobs and education. This has created many
societal phenomena which are too numerous and complex to explain here.
After a child has created their own life outside of their ancestral home, eventually they create their
own family unit and, if they are still in the city, they (usually) move to a 3-4 bedroom apartment.
Before they become successful in their job, create a family, or move to an apartment however, they
usually live in a one-room apartment.
These one-room apartments were created for single person households—in other words, they are a
perfect living space for a single person living in Korea. Compared to bigger living options such as
officetels, apartments, villas, and houses, one-room apartments have less maintenance fees and less
expensive security deposits. Compared to smaller living options such goshiwons, goshitels, and hasukjibs,
one-rooms do not have a communal living and kitchen spaces. And lastly, compared to homestays,
ETAs who live in one-rooms generally can have friends and guests over to visit, as it’s a private
space.
KAEC encourages all schools to match the ETA with a local family that can help support the ETA
and engage with the ETA cross-culturally. However, every ETA’s experience with a local family,
host family or otherwise, varies depending on the individuals involved and the communication that
occurs. So, it is important that ETAs who live in one-rooms also make an effort to get to know
others in their school and local community. They can do so by asking their co-teacher or co-workers
about where they may be able to connect with people in a similar age group or where they may be
able to take a class (calligraphy, fan dance, K-pop dance) or join a club (hiking, birdwatching,
ultimate frisbee, etc.) in order to learn more about Korea and engage more with their local
community.
Perhaps one of the biggest pros of living in a one-room in Korea is the experience of living and
working in Korea as an adult. While it can be helpful to have a homestay family, many ETAs who
live in one-rooms report feeling that they have gained new life skills and that they are often more
connected to their local community. This could be because they had to look outside of their home
to make connections with Koreans in their community. Most second and third year renewal ETAs
also live in one-rooms. They say that while they appreciated their homestay experience, they also
appreciate the freedom and learning that comes with living in a one-room.
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Should a problem arise in the one-room, whether it is personal or logistical, ETAs need to bring it to
the attention of their co-teacher and their school after having attempted to remedy themselves. The
landlord may be a source of information and help that is more “on-call” than their co-teacher. But it
is important to ask the co-teacher who the ETA should call in case of emergency or problems with
the one-room. In the event that a one-room change is needed, the school is responsible for finding a
new one-room for the ETA. And although the KAEC plays no role in finding the new one-room,
the ETA should keep the KAEC updated of any changes by contacting the Program Assistant.
Living in a foreign country by yourself can be a daunting task. Therefore, ETAs are given training
on what they can expect in a one-room, where to buy food (and how to save money doing it),
budgeting tips, and how to pay their bills at Orientation. A positive outlook, desire to explore the
community, and willingness to try new things will help ETAs have an engaging and exciting grant
year. Learning basic Korean is the easiest (though not the only) way to improve ETAs’
communication skills, relationships while in Korea, and their ability to navigate independent living.
A common reflection from ETAs at the end of their grant is that learning even basic Korean
improved their quality of life tremendously, and many wish they had studied more.
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[MONEY & FINANCIAL MATTERS]

The basic unit of currency in South Korea is the won. Bills come in denominations of 1,000, 5,000,
10,000, and 50,000. There are 10, 50, 100, and 500 won coins in circulation. Only banks and other
financial institutions use the 1 and 5 won coins. ETAs can keep up with the current exchange rate by
using the XE app, or signing up for a daily email here.
Orientation Stipend
During Orientation, ETAs receive a daily stipend of 10,000 won a day to cover personal expenses.
Fulbright pays for room and board, including three meals a day for the duration of Orientation. If
there are official group outings, Fulbright also covers room and board. Due to almost all major
living expenses being provided for, most ETAs find the stipend to be more than sufficient for small
expenses (snacks, laundry, hygiene products, etc.) throughout the winter. However, past ETAs
recommend bringing pocket money (anywhere from $200 up) to cover any extra things ETAs may
want to buy during Orientation. Also, ETAs with extensive dietary restrictions may want to consider
bringing additional funds in order to purchase food to supplement the Orientation site’s meals.
Living Stipend
During the school year, the ETAs receive a monthly living stipend of ₩1,800,000, paid by the host
school. ETAs are not allowed to work outside of their school for extra compensation. Paid work is
not permitted under the Fulbright contract and is illegal under the A-3 Visa.
Either at the end of Orientation or by their first paycheck, the ETA is provided with a small settlingin allowance from their school to cover moving-in expenses. However, it is recommended that
ETAs bring extra money ($200-$500) and/or save some of their Orientation stipend for settling in
as the exact date that ETAs will receive this stipend varies. While some schools will be able to
provide the stipend on Departure Day, others may provide it within or after the first paycheck. This
is due to the fact that schools are under different Boards of Education based on their province or
their school type (e.g., private, public, or religious). As it is not possible to predict which schools will
be able to provide the stipend up front and which will not, KAEC recommends that all ETAs bring
enough money to help them make a smooth transition to their placements.
Additionally, some schools may not be able to pay the ETA until the end of the first month of
teaching (in mid to late September). ETAs should plan accordingly when budgeting money during
Orientation. Once regular payment begins, ETAs are paid a monthly stipend from September to July
in accordance with the school’s pay schedule. It is important to note, however, that at some schools,
additional expenses such as lunch and school outing fees may be directly subtracted from the
monthly stipend prior to it being deposited into the ETAs account. Grantees should monitor their
bank accounts and ask their Fulbright co-teacher about any discrepancies in their pay. In most cases,
unused funds will be returned to the ETA. Most ETAs find the monthly stipend to be more than
adequate to cover daily expenses and weekend travel.
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Banking
Korean banks are traditionally open for business Monday - Friday from 9:00AM - 4:00PM. In recent
years, some locations, especially those in bigger cities have begun to expand their hours later into the
evening and to weekends, but ETAs should confirm hours of operation with their local branches.
Most of South Korea has skipped the check-writing era completely and gone to cash wire transfers.
ETAs will have their stipend transferred electronically each month to their bank account. From any
ATM, mobile app, or online account, users may easily and securely make domestic transfers. Regular
ATMs allow users to check their balance, make deposits, and withdraw cash. Larger ATMs located
at the bank allow users to do regular functions as well as send local and domestic wire transfers.
Every major bank in Korea has a mobile app that has the same functions as the ATMs sans cash
deposits and withdrawals. Additionally, some ETAs may also be able to create other online payment
accounts such as KakaoPay, NaverPay, and Samsung Pay. A local bank account is necessary for
every grantee and will be created with the assistance of your co-teacher after Orientation has
ended.
After moving to their placement city, ETAs should have someone from the school or homestay
assist them in opening a local bank account and setting up all the components attached to banking.
Passports and ARCs are usually requested when setting up or changing an account. When opening
a bank account, ETAs should ask about card type, banking apps, internet banking,
international usage for cards (for traveling during breaks and buying things on foreign
websites) and international transfers. Depending on the bank, a card may be used for ATM
usage, physical purchases, and even public transit, but not online shopping (credit cards may be
offered if an ETA wishes to do online shopping from a Korean account). Grantees should be
proactive when setting up their account. It is up to them to voice what kind of card they want (e.g.
card that can be used online and overseas/card that can be used for transportation), what services
they require (internet banking for checking accounts online and sending domestic wire transfers),
and ask any questions they have regarding their bank account.
It is important to clarify all possible card uses in person at the bank as extra functions are only setup upon request. Not doing so may result in the ETA receiving a card that only works for the ATM
and having to go back to the bank by themselves to resolve their issues. If possible, it is best that the
ETA tries to get all tasks done on their first day to avoid any unnecessary trips to the bank during
the work week.
Transferring or Taking Money to the U.S.
The South Korean won may be taken out of the country or converted into U.S. dollars. It is possible
to wire money from South Korea to the U.S. International wire transfers require a passport and the
receiving bank’s information (usually, the bank’s Swift code, account number or AB code, the
routing number, and the bank’s address), along with the local Korean account information. Bringing
an unused check and deposit slip from a U.S. bank can help a South Korean bank determine the
correct routing number. However, if you do not have a checkbook, you can find your bank’s
information online on your member portal.
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Before completing a wire transfer, ask the U.S. bank if they charge for incoming wire transfers.
Many U.S. banks charge around $10 to $20 for this service, and total fees (U.S. and South Korea)
can sometimes add up to around $30-$40. Many Korean banks also have dedicated remittance
accounts foreigners can open that may offer lower transfer fees as well as English-language
customer service numbers. When opening your bank account, discuss these options with your coteacher and the bank teller. You may even be able to open an account that does automatic deposits
to your U.S. bank account if you have bills that you must pay in the U.S. by a certain time.
As an alternative to traditional remittance services, international money transfer operations (MTOs)
have also developed in the past few years. An example of an MTO is the Western Union Company
or MoneyGram. You may use these services through your actual bank by setting up an account.
Or if for some reason you are unable to create a remittance account or use a Korea-based MTO
through your bank, you may be able to consider creating an account with an MTO. These MTOs
will remit (transfer) your money to your U.S. bank account after they have verified your Korean
bank information. Remitting through official institutions, such as banks, is still the most reliable and
safest method of transferring money.
If ETAs decide to carry more than $10,000 in cash with them when leaving the country, they will
have to report it to customs, whereupon it may be subject to taxes and the like.
Citibank
There are several Citibank branches in Seoul and other major cities such as Busan, Cheongju,
Daejeon, Daegu, and Gwangju to name a few. If ETAs have a U.S. Citibank account, they may be
able to access it directly, though they may only be able to withdraw funds from this account. ETAs
should consider the benefits of opening up a U.S. Citibank account before coming to South Korea,
so that they have the option to transfer money back to the U.S. via Citi Korea to Citi U.S. In order
to complete transfers ETAs will need to open a Korean Citi bank account once at their placement
and transfer fees, although lower than at other institutions, will still apply. See here for more
information.
Student Loan Deferments
The Fulbright Program is an authorized signatory, and the ETA program is considered to be a
graduate/fellowship program, so it is possible to defer student loans during the grant period. ETAs
are responsible for filling out all necessary loan deferment requests prior to arrival. More
information on deferment can be found online.
To defer loans, ETAs need to contact their loan company to download the appropriate Graduate
Fellowship Loan Deferment Forms. ETAs can submit their Graduate Fellowship Loan Deferment
Forms to IIE using the IIE Participant Portal. If you are having difficulty accessing the portal, then
email the forms to the IIE EAP Student Advising Team to complete the official parts of the form.
IIE will send the completed Graduate Fellowship Loan Deferment Form to your loan provider on
your behalf.
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Please be aware, however, that not all loan deferral requests may be accepted. If this happens, ETAs
will have to discuss with their loan provider why that is the case, as it is not the responsibility of
KAEC to do this. For a smooth and speedy deferral, ETAs should make sure to contact their loan
provider(s) and submit all necessary forms before coming to South Korea.
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[COMMUNICATIONS]

Mail
The South Korean postal system has a full range of services including registered and certified mail.
Post offices generally operate Monday through Friday, typically from 9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m., with the
exception of national holidays. Certain large branches are open on Saturday mornings. ETAs may
also send local and international mail from a local convenience stores such as GS25, 7-11, CU, and
Family Mart at higher prices.
Fulbright advises ETAs to use the KAEC address (see Appendix B) until they have moved to their
placements. This address may be used at any time during the grant year, but it may be faster and
more convenient for an ETA to receive mail at their placement after Orientation. ETA mail (letters)
sent to the Fulbright Office will be forwarded to the ETA’s school. Packages, however, must be
picked up by the ETA at the Fulbright Office in Seoul during normal business hours (9:00AM 5:00PM) or the ETA must pay all pick-up and delivery fees from Seoul to their placement. In the
past, packages and mail have sometimes been sent to the Orientation site after the end of
Orientation. ETAs should ensure that this does not happen by informing friends and family of their
placement address and the KAEC address.
Telephone
South Korea has very reliable nationwide telephone services. While it is the responsibility of the
school or the co-teacher to secure a monthly phone plan for the ETA, it is the ETA who is
responsible for the initial cost of purchasing the phone and paying the monthly bill. Most ETAs’ cell
phone bills are less than ₩50,000 per month.
Some ETAs “unlock” their U.S. cell phones before leaving for South Korea so that they can
continue to use their old phones, while others choose to purchase a new cell phone after arriving at
their placements. In this way, ETAs may have two smartphones during the grant year. If ETAs
choose to use their U.S. cell phones, they should make sure it is compatible with Korean networks
(i.e. GSM and not CDMA). Phones in South Korea are highly valued commodities and popular
models can be expensive, though comparable to prices in the U.S. Less expensive models are
available, but it is unlikely that ETAs will be able to purchase older models at the same store where
they will set up their phone plan. The school or co-teacher is not responsible in helping an ETA
find a phone, only a phone plan. While it is possible to buy used phones in South Korea, it is usually
difficult to procure them right away, especially within the first few weeks of an ETA’s placement.
Regardless of whether they choose to purchase a smartphone in Korea or bring an unlocked
phone, ETAs must bring at least one (1) smartphone with them to Korea in order to
download the ROK Government Quarantine App. KAEC will not provide ETAs with
smartphones, so it is ESSENTIAL that ETAs bring their own smartphone that has appdownloading capabilities.
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Internet & Email
South Korea is reportedly the most wired country in the world. Most ETAs have internet
connections at their schools and in their living accommodations. Free wi-fi is widely available
throughout the country and is easy to use. Most coffee shops, restaurants, and public spaces are
equipped with free wireless internet. Free internet access is generally better and more extensive in
Korea than in the U.S. Some free wi-fi services are available only with the purchase of a phone plan.
The KAEC office will utilize an email listserv to stay in contact with ETAs throughout the year, so it
is imperative that an ETA’s email account(s) will accept messages from the South Korea-originated
fulbright.or.kr domain. ETAs must notify the ETA Program Assistant any time their primary email
address changes. All ETAs are responsible for the information provided in all email
communications from the Program Assistant.
Facebook & Blogging
As ETAs embark on this journey, it is natural to want to document and share their experiences.
Three popular ways of doing this are Facebook, Instagram, and blogging. Please be aware that blogs,
Facebook, and Instagram can be seen by the general public. It is important to exercise some
discretion when posting, as it might be associated with Fulbright Korea, KAEC, or placement
schools. KAEC asks all bloggers to include a disclaimer stating: “This site is not an official Fulbright
Program site. The views expressed on this site are entirely mine and do not represent the views of
the Fulbright Program, the U.S. Department of State or any of its partner organizations.” Even in
cyberspace, an ETA is a cultural ambassador. ETAs should use these mediums and the cultural
ambassador status as an opportunity to educate, share, and reflect on South Korean culture and
experiences. If entries or posts are found to be inappropriate, ETAs may be asked to take that
content down.
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[COMPUTERS & ELECTRONICS]

ETAs usually have their own computer in the teachers’ office; at the very least, they have access to a
shared computer in the office. While most do schools do provide ETAs with computers for school
use, it is not guaranteed that they will do so. As at least two weeks of the Orientation period will be
fully online, it is required that ETAs bring their own computer or tablet for classes. These devices
can then be used throughout the Orientation period and the grant year for lesson planning, etc. (Mac
users should be aware that most, if not all, software/hardware available in their schools will only be
PC compatible. ETAs with Macbooks are advised to bring all necessary adapters and understand
that their interactions with a school’s technology may be more difficult when not using a school
computer.)
Additionally, ETAs should consider bringing their computer’s original operating system, driver,
program CDs, manuals, and serial numbers in case they need to reinstall anything. Viruses are just as
common (if not more so) in South Korea as in the U.S. ETAs should make sure they have up-todate anti-virus software installed. With older computers, it is a good idea to have an “emergency
fund” set aside for the purchase of a replacement computer, should an ETA’s current computer
cease to operate while in South Korea.
Adapters and Converters
● Converters convert voltage and can be very expensive. They are not recommended and can
be purchased in South Korea if needed.
● Adapters adapt the physical plug of a device so that it can fit into a different country's
socket. These are inexpensive and can be bought during Orientation, however due to
quarantine requirements this year, it is recommended that ETAs bring at least 2-3 adapters
with them to Orientation.
The standard voltage in South Korea is 220v, whereas in the U.S. it is 110-120v. Many major
electronics, such as computers and cell phone chargers, have a voltage range of 100-240v; these can
be used without worry in South Korea. Smaller electronics, such as hair-styling devices, may require
a converter. ETAs should check their electronics carefully before bringing them to Korea. Voltage
information can be found directly on the device or in its manual.
South Korea has different wall sockets than the U.S. but the same as most Western European
countries, such as France and Germany. All U.S. devices, regardless of voltage, must be used with a
South Korean adapter.

Pictured: adaptor plug for South Korean wall sockets.
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[TRAVEL]

Public transportation within and between cities is relatively cheap and easy with a variety of options
offered. There are many apps, such as Korail, KakaoMetro and Kobus, to assist with transportation.
When traveling, remember to keep bags in sight or tucked securely under the arm to decrease the
risk of stolen bags, pick-pocketing, or leaving a bag unattended.
Public Transportation
Subways
The Seoul subway system is clean, efficient and is usually the fastest and most reliable way of getting
around. Other smaller subway systems exist in Busan, Daegu, Gwangju, and Daejeon. Subway stops
are numbered, and the names are printed in English and Korean. It is relatively easy to make
transfers without getting lost. Some free cell phone apps, like KakaoMetro, provide maps, transfers,
and arrival times in both English and Korean.
Most subways accept cash or a pass card/T-Money card (available at most convenience stores and
some subway stations). Referring back to the bank account section, when setting up a bank account,
ETAs may have the option of getting a combination debit card and transportation card. This option
is highly recommended so ETAs will never need to worry about refilling their pass card at a subway
station or convenience store.
Local Buses
Most cities in South Korea have local and inter-city bus routes. ETAs can pay in cash or with a pass
card/T-Money card. If ETAs have a card, they should make sure to tap it on the pass machine when
getting on and off the bus. By doing this, a free transfer or discount is provided when transferring
within 30 minutes to another bus or subway. Map applications, such as Naver Map or KakaoMap,
can help with routes, transfers, and arrival times.
Taxis
Taxis in South Korea are inexpensive compared to those in the U.S. Kakao Taxi is the most popular
app for ordering taxis, similar to Uber or Lyft without the ridesharing option. Other popular taxi
apps include T-map, 마카롱 M, and 티머니 onda. For android users: this app can be downloaded
after getting a Korean phone number and creating a Korean Gmail account. For iPhone users: this
app can be downloaded after changing your account settings to Korea. Kakao Taxi is available in
both Korean and English. Taxis usually come in white, orange or grey colors. Depending on the
province or city, some black colored taxis may be deluxe taxis and therefore more expensive.
When using a taxi in South Korea, there are a few things to consider.
● ETAs can often use T-money cards, bank cards, or cash to pay.
● Using Naver Map or KakaoMap can help estimate the cost of a taxi ride.
● Wearing a seatbelt in the front seat is required by law.
● Taxi drivers can be fined for denying a ride, but there may be other reasons for not stopping
when hailed, such as a reservation.
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● The taxi driver’s information is posted usually on the car’s dashboard, the back of the
passenger seat, and/or on a window. Taxi receipts also carry the driver’s information.
Recording this information can help if a problem arises or a personal item is left in the cab;
ETAs can call 02-1330 (the tourist hotline) for help. This line has interpreters available.
● During the grant year, after you have gotten a full-serviced Korean cell phone plan, it is
recommended you use KakaoTaxi if you lose items frequently as Kakao may be able to help
you track down the taxi driver more quickly in the instance that you lose or do not get a
receipt when exiting the car.
If you are going a short distance, taxis have also been known to ask for cash rather than card. This
usually happens because the debit/credit card fee is higher than the rate charged. Most taxis will
accept Korean debit cards and ETAs can tell the driver they have no cash or point to the meter if
they demand more money. With all this mind, taxis are generally safe and widely used.
Domestic Travel
Airlines
Air service is available to all major destinations within South Korea. Fares are reasonable and the
service is reliable. Flights are available at regular intervals throughout the day between major
destinations, such as Seoul, Busan, Daegu, Gwangju, and Jeju Island. Many airline search engines
(e.g. Skyscanner, Momondo, Expedia, etc.) provide information on domestic and international air
service. Other budget airlines include Eastar, Tway, and Jeju Air.
Trains
Trains are efficient, safe, and inexpensive. Tickets can be purchased at the station, online, or by the
Korail app. If ETAs use the app, they may come across train discounts more easily than by the
website. Advance purchase of a reserved seat is recommended on the weekends and during holidays.
If full, trains will often offer standing tickets for passengers to stand in the aisles or between cars.
For train schedules other information please refer to the Korail English website. For reservations,
please refer to the Korail ticketing website.
Express Buses
The inter-city bus system in South Korea is efficient and usually faster than regular trains (this does
not refer to high-speed trains such as KTX and SRT). Buses depart for all major provincial cities on
a regular schedule. Advance purchase of tickets is not necessary except during special holiday
periods. It is possible to use “Excellent Express” or “Express” buses for inter-city travel. These
buses are more expensive than regular buses but are considerably more comfortable. Express bus
tickets can often be reserved online or via mobile app for many cities and destinations. For more
information on express buses, refer to here.
Overseas Travel: Travel Limit Rule
DISCLAIMER: The following policy reflects the Korean-American Educational
Commission’s rules and guidelines during a normal, non-pandemic year. Please be advised
that these guidelines may change.
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If the COVID-19 pandemic is still in effect during the time period that grantees are
permitted to request to travel internationally (i.e., summer break), then those requests will
likely not be granted. This is due to ROK coronavirus quarantine guidelines, compliance
with which would likely restrict the ability of an ETA to complete their grant work should
they travel internationally. Emergency leave may be granted for humanitarian reasons, at
the discretion of the KAEC Secretariat and Commission.
The universal Fulbright Terms and Conditions for U.S. Student grantees allow for 14 calendar days
total of personal travel (both within and outside of the host country). However, KAEC allows ETAs
to have 12 total business days of vacation (not counting holidays, “red” days, and weekends)
during the summer break, excluding national holidays, where they may leave South Korea. Of those
days, no more than 14 calendar days can be spent in the U.S. or any U.S. territories. KAEC
will be checking in with ETAs in the fall to confirm that they have adhered to this travel limit. If
ETAs are found to have violated this travel limit in any way, they will be made to pay a fine,
and the violation will be noted in the ETA’s file. This is also grounds for revocation of an
ETA’s grant.
ETAs may be granted no more than four travel days to attend the wedding or funeral of an
immediate family member upon approval of the host school and KAEC. These four days include
the departing and return flights to and from Korea.
Any additional travel within the country is not restricted, provided it does not interfere with
teaching duties.
Please note: ETAs are not allowed personal vacation days during spring and fall semesters, but
there are many national holidays and school specific holidays throughout both semesters. Sick days
are not common in South Korea and ETAs may be required to get a doctor’s note before taking a
sick day. ETAs may not travel to foreign countries during these national holiday breaks during the
semester. International travel, if granted, is only allowed during the summer break period.
ETAs must request permission to leave the country by contacting the ETA Program
Assistant. All international travel must be approved by the Executive Director.
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[FOOD]

One of the biggest adjustments some ETAs go through during their first few weeks in South Korea
is the food, especially for those who are unfamiliar with Korean food. South Korean cuisine has a
reputation for being hot and spicy, although this is not true of all dishes. Korean food is generally
healthy and delicious, using the basic ingredients of rice, meat, fish, vegetables, sesame, garlic and
hot pepper. Most broths will have a base of myeolch’i (anchovies), dashima (kelp), and/or radishes.
Almost every meal will include rice, kimchi, and soup. Kimchi is an extremely popular traditional
Korean food made from various vegetables that are mixed with seasonings (red pepper paste) and
then fermented. It is common for people to share food and eat out of communal dishes. While
some foods are individually served, main dishes are often shared.
During Orientation, ETAs will live in a dormitory and eat three meals a day in a cafeteria. Eating
off-site is always an option, but only cafeteria meals will be covered by Fulbright. There will always
be rice, but ETAs often crave other dietary options. However, ETAs who struggle with the cafeteria
food during Orientation usually go on to love Korean food in their homestays.
It is possible to lose weight or get sick more easily if ETAs have trouble eating the cafeteria food at
their placement school. If ETAs are worried about maintaining a healthy and balanced diet they can
take precautions by researching South Korean food options that will help supplement their diet or
by bringing food items (for example, multivitamins) from home. Cereal, milk, fruit, yogurt, and juice
can be purchased at local supermarkets.
However, in the case of picky eaters, ETAs will have to find their own dietary accommodations.
This is not the responsibility of the host family or school. If ETAs have dietary restrictions that
affect their health, this should be made known to their host family and their co-teacher as soon as
possible. Cultural differences regarding food can often lead to misunderstandings, so clear
communication is very important. ETAs should be aware that it may be difficult to maintain their
preferences, with the exception of addressing allergies and important dietary restrictions. ETAs will
spend the year eating Korean food, so if an ETA believes this will be a problem, they should
seriously consider whether accepting the grant is the right decision.
Special Diets
Vegetarians and others with dietary restrictions should notify the KAEC immediately (before
coming to South Korea) and tell their co-teachers and host families upon arriving at their
placements. Although tofu and vegetables are used in many Korean dishes, true vegetarian cuisine
can be hard to find, as many things use meat or fish broth in cooking. It is not impossible, but some
previous ETAs who were vegetarians had to compromise their diet to various extents. ETAs living
in a studio “one-room” apartment will have a relatively easier time adhering to their diet if they cook
at home.
The KAEC does not want to discourage incoming ETAs from maintaining a vegetarian diet, but
maintaining any strict eating regimen will not be easy. Vegans have an extremely difficult time
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maintaining their diets, as many prepared foods contain animal products. While vegetarian
restaurants do exist, especially at the bottom of mountains and near Buddhist temples, total
vegetarianism is very rare. For more information about vegetarian options in South Korea, check
out this and this. For a list of vegetarian restaurants in South Korea, try here.
Food allergies can be dangerous, especially with foods that can cause anaphylactic shock, such as
peanuts or shellfish. ETAs with severe food allergies should notify the KAEC office immediately
and bring any necessary medication (e.g., Epi-Pen). Upon arriving at their placements, ETAs should
explain their allergies and medication use to their co-teachers and host families. Maintaining a
Kosher diet is nearly impossible in a South Korean homestay, unless food is sent from home. If
ETAs have specific questions about dietary considerations, they should contact the Program
Assistant for further discussion.
Drinking Water
South Korean tap water is safe to drink. That being said, many Koreans prefer filtered or bottled
water. Schools and living accommodations will usually have a water cooler that dispenses cold and
hot water or buy water bottles that they then heat up via electric water boilers. ETAs can buy their
own water bottles, or they can buy filters (e.g., Brita) for tap water filtration online or in large
supermarkets.
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[RELIGION AND RELIGIOUS SERVICES]

English-language Protestant and Catholic services are held in Seoul and other large cities. Koreanlanguage church services, both Protestant and Catholic, can be found everywhere. Jewish services
are held on the U.S. military post in Seoul. You do not have to be in the military to attend but will
need identification to be taken onto the base to attend the service. There is also a Chabad that is
located in the Itaewon area and holds regular services. South Korea has one main Islamic mosque,
the Seoul Central Mosque, in Seoul that has Arabic, Korean, and English services. There are also
smaller mosques and Islamic community centers around the country. Buddhist temples are
numerous, and a Buddhist center called Lotus Lantern International Meditation Center caters to the
foreign community.
ETAs may notice that South Korean Christians are more outward with their faith they are used to.
Some host families and colleagues may pressure ETAs to attend church services or attempt to
convert them and make them join their church. Past ETAs recommend setting boundaries early on
regarding religion and faith and remaining open-minded and honest about it.
Dietary restrictions (especially faith-based ones) will be an issue that will be discussed at length by
host families and colleagues and may cause some confusion. ETAs should be prepared to answer
many questions and possible frustrations as they and their communities adjust.
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[SOUTH KOREAN CULTURE AND CUSTOMS:
EXPERIENCING SOUTH KOREAN SOCIETY AS AN ETA]

DISCLAIMER: Please be aware that this section is not comprehensive by any means. These
topics will be discussed in much greater detail and depth throughout Orientation and the
grant year. The goal of this section is not to be reductionist or to perpetuate stereotypes, but
to provide general background information so that these topics can be critically explored.
For many South Koreans, their understanding of racial and national identities hinges most heavily
on physical appearance and media representation. Thus, many South Koreans may think of an
American person as a White Euro-American. Some colleagues and host families may ask odd
questions and/or make biased remarks. ETAs should remember that they are not meant to offend,
but usually stem from genuine curiosity. Although every ETA’s experience is different, some ETAs
have reported feeling generalized or stereotyped according to their perceived race. ETAs are
encouraged to do their own research and bring any questions they may have to discuss with the OCs
and with each other during Orientation.
Some advice from past ETAs:
Be able to give a quick response regarding your background and family history.
Be prepared to encounter situations where you may feel offended by questions, comments,
and/or assumptions made about your identities.
● Keep an open mind, a sense of humor, and always attempt to view the experience as an
educational opportunity.
●
●

Gender
Although gender equality is improving in South Korea, inequalities are sometimes visible in ETAs’
working and living environments. Men have significantly greater status and power than women. For
instance, men usually hold positions of administrative authority, such as principal of a school. Many
people assume that a man and woman alone together are a romantic couple. Males are often
pressured to drink heavily with other male colleagues while women are usually expected to be less
involved in the drinking culture. Women may also be the only ones serving guests that come to the
office or school. ETAs living in homestays may especially experience this cultural difference with
mothers expected to cook and clean, sometimes without help or verbal thanks. These gender
inequalities can be upsetting to some ETAs. It is important for ETAs to recognize that they are
guests in this country and should be respectful of these cultural differences. Nevertheless, it is
important to process these experiences and rely on peers for support.
While observing gender and status relations can be educational, sexual harassment is not. Sexual
harassment occurs all over the world; South Korea is no exception. It is important to be aware of
one’s self and surroundings. In general, South Korea is very safe and poses few physical dangers;
however, there is still a chance that foreigners may be put into uncomfortable situations. Sexual
harassment is a reality that several ETAs have had to face both in public and private settings
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LGBTQIA+ Culture in South Korea
In contemporary South Korean society, being queer is largely viewed as a Western phenomenon
and is absent from South Korean culture. Some people, especially of the older generation, believe
that queer culture in South Korea is non-existent and that queer behavior anywhere should be
viewed negatively. But, many younger or more liberal people are beginning to treat various sexual
orientations with increasing acceptance. Cultural attitudes vary from place to place, but ETAs who
identify as queer may be surprised to find less hostility towards the idea than they anticipated. ETAs
in Korea should also be aware that their queer identity may be seen more positively than that of any
Korean friends or partners they may meet during their time here. So they should be careful and
consider the context of South Korea when giving advice to South Koreans in the community.
Despite the increasing acceptance, ETAs should be prepared for instances of students showing
insensitivity by calling each other gay and making offensive jokes. As with sexuality in general,
ETAs should be cautious as to whom they choose to confide in about their personal lives and how
much detail they offer. Coming out to South Korean family members, coworkers, and/or friends is
not impossible, but the decision should be made with due consideration.
Transgender issues are dealt with somewhat more openly, largely due to the fact that South Korea’s
thriving plastic surgery industry makes it a top location for gender reassignment surgery. There are
tight-knit LGBTQIA+ communities in South Korea made up of both South Koreans and
foreigners. The largest concentration of gay/transgender bars and clubs are in the Itaewon and
Hongdae districts of Seoul. There is also a concentration of bars and clubs in Busan. ETAs may find
community resources online, particularly on Gay Utopia.
Past ETAs have recommended seeking out the support of other ETAs or LGBTQIA+-friendly
people in order to help deal with frustrations that might be encountered during the grant year. Most
major cities have some kind of an LGBTQIA+ community. Even if there is no official group
website, ETAs may find online Facebook groups or Kakao group chats. Other ETAs can also be
valuable allies during the grant year.
Touching
Ironically, platonic same-sex relationships are often more physical than many Westerners are
comfortable with. As a result, ETAs sometimes encounter what they might consider to be various
incursions on personal space. Students, teachers, and strangers alike often pat or rub ETAs’ arms,
hold hands with them, and/or physically guide them to different places. These actions are, by and
large, considered friendly overtures and are not meant to be sexual, condescending, or offensive.
However, they can still be surprising, and ETAs should be aware that they might occur.
Body Image
Beauty standards are highly influenced by pop culture trends. The “ideal” South Korean woman is
seen as thin, delicate, and light-skinned. ETAs will notice many women and men covering
themselves from the sun for the popularity of light skin, as well as a myriad of “whitening” products.
Furthermore, the ideal weight for women is often cited as 47 kg (around 104 pounds). Men are also
subjected to strict beauty standards—tall, thin, broad shouldered and clean-shaven.
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This focus on thinness and comments about one’s appearance can easily contribute to a negative
body image, especially for ETAs accustomed to the acceptance, or at least presence, of a wider range
of bodies in the United States. Though anorexia and bulimia are as prevalent in South Korea as in
the U.S., South Korea largely lacks awareness of and treatment for these eating disorders. Many
ETAs have noticed clear signs of eating disorders among students and adults but were unable to
find proper avenues to discuss them. Understand that it is not your burden to educate nor will such
conversations always be welcome with your colleagues or students in regard to these issues.
As foreigners, ETAs should try to be mindful that comments made toward them stem from cultural
values and are a sign of curiosity and caring. They are rarely meant to be offensive. Throughout the
year, ETAs will hear many comments directed towards their appearance as well as the appearance of
those around them. Initially, these comments (both positive and negative) may come as a surprise
and/or be off-putting. Always take these comments with a grain of salt, as South Koreans and
Americans have different cultural standards when it comes to what is appropriate/inappropriate to
say to others regarding appearance. Some of these comments may include:
●
●
●
●
●

“You look tired.” Or “Today, you have dark circles under your eyes.”
“Your face looks bad today.”
“Maybe you should gain/lose some weight.”
“Glamorous!/Beautiful!/Cute!/Pretty!” or “Handsome!”
“You look like [insert name of celebrity you probably don’t really look like here]!”

Being conscious of these issues and the personal outward changes one may go through will greatly
help ETAs in understanding and processing these issues during their time in South Korea.
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[SOUTH KOREAN MANNERS & ETIQUETTE]

Community and convention are important in South Korea. A great deal of attention is paid to the
way one acts and dresses. Facial expressions, tone of voice, body language, and other such
characteristics count for a great deal more than most Americans might imagine.
As visitors and cultural ambassadors to South Korea, ETAs should try to observe propriety as much
as possible, especially in relations with coworkers. Using conventionally accepted standards of
behavior or morals and respecting traditional values will be appreciated. Even those Koreans who
do not strictly adhere to these traditional values themselves will appreciate ETAs’ efforts to adapt to
the culture. Past ETAs note that it is best to start out conservatively and then gradually relax as
much as is appropriate in one’s circumstances.
Tips for Good Etiquette
● Use two hands. When passing or receiving an object of any kind, both hands are usually
used. A “symbolic” both hands is also used by having the left hand touch the right arm or
elbow. Passing with one hand, especially the left hand, is considered rude.
● Bow—and maybe shake hands. Always bow, even if it is just a little. Most Korean men are
used to handshaking, but some women are not. Thus, while men shake hands with men
almost universally, men rarely shake hands with women, or women with women. The safe
thing to do is to wait to see if the other person extends a hand; keep in mind that South
Korean etiquette mandates that handshakes are initiated by the person of higher status. If
someone does offer a hand, it is normally polite to take that hand with both of yours. It is
more common to use the “symbolic” both hands in this case, unless you or they are really
excited to greet you. Also note that if you are offered a handshake, South Koreans tend to
use a gentler rather than a firmer handshake.
● Remove your shoes (and wear socks or panty hose). It is considered extremely rude to wear
shoes inside one’s living space, and wearing socks indoors (especially when you are a guest)
is more polite than bare feet. Shoes are not worn in the house because, traditionally, the
floor is used as an eating and sleeping space.
● Give gifts. South Korea has a very prevalent gift-giving culture. Small gifts, usually food
items, are the most common. Giving occasional gifts (snacks, drinks, etc.) can help to show
appreciation and promote camaraderie when language/cultural barriers otherwise prevent it.
● Observe, then follow table manners. Follow the lead of the Koreans you are sharing a table
with; use forks, chopsticks, spoons, and fingers accordingly.
● Do not tip. There is generally no tipping in South Korea. A service charge is added to the
bill at most hotels and restaurants in lieu of a tip. It is not necessary to tip taxi drivers unless
they help carry luggage or provide some extra service.
● Smile—and relax! More thorough explanations and additional etiquette guidelines will be
discussed during Orientation.
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[CULTURAL ADJUSTMENT]

Homesickness and Culture Shock
Almost everyone will experience some form of homesickness or culture shock at some point in time.
Culture shock can be positive, but it is also sometimes characterized by distrust and antipathy
towards people, places, and things. Often this manifests itself in a negative feeling that everything is
done incompetently or incorrectly, that everything is dirty and unsafe, or that one is isolated and the
center of derisive attention. It might also be manifested in a generalized, non-specific sense of
frustration. In South Korea, the symptoms are aggravated by the following:
● Communication problems
● Constant staring
● Direct questions: ETAs are often taken aback by what they consider to be very private and
personal questions, such as, “Do you have a boyfriend/girlfriend? Are you married? Why
aren’t you married?” being asked by students, coworkers, host families and even strangers.
If you feel homesick or overwhelmed by your new environment, do not feel afraid to reach out and
get support. It can be helpful to process things with others and look at your situation through
different perspectives. It is important to understand that you have the support of your peers, while
also accepting that a natural part of living in a different country/culture is being challenged by things
you assumed were natural or normal and being open-minded about considering different ideas. The
process of having questioned what you thought was normal, in many cases, can be as important as
the conclusions you reach.
Points to Consider
Be excited! You’re about to join over 1000 ETAs on this exceptional journey! Recommendations
from previous ETAs include:
● Approach teaching with professionalism and enthusiasm. Your first priority is to be as great
an English teacher as you can be!
● Learn from South Koreans and South Korean culture.
● Don’t expect or hope that South Koreans will think and behave in more “Western” ways.
● Don’t compare!
● Share your and American culture when possible.
● Pursue personal goals (find a fourth point! - e.g., travel, taekwondo, music, journaling, etc.).
● Engage in South Korean culture (e.g. celebrating holidays, attending festivals, learning a
Korean instrument, socializing with Koreans).
● Remember to stay connected to people from home and other ETAs.
● Stay positive!
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Past ETAs have suggested the key to surviving the grant year is to remember that South Korea is a
different country. It is the ETA, not the country, who must adjust. The most productive strategy
is simply to relax and keep all developments in perspective. The rationale for doing things in ways
that may at first seem inefficient or even wrong, may become clearer if one keeps an open mind. Of
course, there are always times in which no amount of tolerance will allow one to accept certain
actions or situations. In these cases, simply walk away. Try to avoid generalizing all things unpleasant
as being “typically Korean.” This line of thinking makes it difficult to maintain a positive outlook.
Do not take anything too personally, and try to be flexible, positive, courteous, and adventurous.
While the ETA Handbook was created to help best prepare ETAs for their grant year, ultimately the
ETA is the one in charge of creating their own experience in South Korea as a Fulbright grantee.
Get ready for a remarkable, life-changing experience.
Welcome to Fulbright Korea!
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Appendix A: Important Contacts

Fulbright Office
ETA Program Assistant– Isabel Moua
Main Line: 02-3275-4033 Email: imoua@fulbright.or.kr
Please note: The ETA Program Assistant should always be the ETAs’ and ETAs’ relatives’ first
point of contact with the Fulbright office. During Orientation, however, the Orientation
Coordinators will serve as the ETAs’ on-site emergency contacts. Their contact information will be
provided via email prior to arrival.
Main Line: 02-3275-4018
Fax: 02-3275-4028
Executive Director – Dr. Byungok Kwon
U.S. Embassy
Operator: 02-397-4114
American Citizen Services: 02-397-4442
Please note: The Embassy has no way to find out how to reach ETAs. Do not contact the Embassy
with questions regarding the ETA program or a certain ETA members.
Medical Facilities
Asan Medical Center: 02-3010-5001
Severance Hospital International Health Care Center: 02-2228-5810
For more information on international health clinics in Seoul, look here.
Other Useful Numbers
Police: 112
Information: 114
Emergency: 119
ASPE ASSIST: 1-813-666-0012 (Urgent and non-urgent mental health resources)
Royal Asiatic Society: 02-763-9483
Tourist Info Center: 02-757-0086
Korea Tourism Organization Travel Hotline & Complaint Center: 1330
Help-Line (English telephone counseling service) 9-6 Fridays: 02-3272-8600; Fax: 02-719-8600
Public Transportation (complaint/lost and found): 02-777-5000
Foreign Community Service (FOCUS): 02-798-7529
Overseas Calling Information
Overseas Call Info: 004
Overseas Operator (op-assisted calls): 007
International Access Code from the U.S. to South Korea: 011-82
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International Dialing Access Code from South Korea to a foreign country: 001 + country code
U.S./Canada Country Code: 1
Please note: Do not dial the ‘0’ in front of South Korean area codes when calling from overseas.
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Appendix B: Address List for Shipping and Mail

1. Fulbright KAEC Address
YOUR NAME, ETA
Korean-American Educational Commission
Fulbright Building
23, Baekbeom-ro 28-gil, Mapo-gu
Seoul 04156 REPUBLIC OF KOREA
YOUR NAME, ETA
서울시 마포구 백범로 28 길 23
풀브라이트빌딩 (한미교육위원단)
04156 대한민국
This address will be valid until ETAs go to their placements in late-February.
2. Shipping Summer Clothes and Other Things Not Needed Until Later
ETAs should wait until arriving at their placement to have things sent there by a courier service (see
Shipping). It should take one to two weeks to arrive.
3. Where to Have Letters Sent During Orientation
ETAs can have mail sent to the Fulbright office in Seoul (see number 1 above). Any mail that arrives
after Orientation has ended will be forwarded to the ETA. Fulbright will deliver mail to the
Orientation site periodically throughout Orientation. Keep in mind that mail will usually be hand
carried from our offices via bus, so large packages may have to be shipped to the ETA’s placement
after Orientation ends.
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Appendix C: South Korean Holidays

January 1, 2021

New Year’s Day (신정)

February 11-13, 2021

Seollal (Lunar New Year – 설날)

March 1, 2021

Independence Movement Day (삼일절)

May 1, 2021

Labor Day (근로자의 날)

May 5, 2021

Children’s Day (어린이 날)

May 19, 2021

Buddha’s Birthday (부처님 오신 날)

June 6, 2021

Memorial Day (현충일)

August 15, 2021

Liberation Day (광복절)

September 20-22, 2021

Chuseok (Harvest Festival – 추석)

October 3, 2021

National Foundation Day (개천절)

October 9, 2021

Hangeul Proclamation Day (한글날)

December 25, 2021

Christmas Day (성탄절)

Please note: This list was based off the Korea Tourism Organization website. The KAEC offices are
closed for the holidays of both South Korea and the United States. This list includes South Korean
holidays only.
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Appendix D: Useful Websites

All Websites are organized in alphabetical order. KAEC does not promote or recommend any
organizations over the other.
1. Fulbright-related Websites
ETA Bulletin Board (ETAB)
Fulbright Korea
Fulbrighter
Infusion Literary Magazine
IIE Fulbright Program for US Students

http://board.fulbright.or.kr/
http://www.fulbright.or.kr
http://www.fulbrighternetwork.com
http://infusion.fulbright.or.kr
http://us.fulbrightonline.org

2. Korean Language Resources
Korean Language
Introduction to Korean
Life in Korea
Sogang University
Study guides for beginners to advanced
Vocabulary flashcards
Video Tutorials and podcasts

http://www.kosnet.go.kr/
http://langintro.com/kintro/index.htm
http://www.lifeinkorea.com/Language/korean.cfm
http://korean.sogang.ac.kr
HowtostudyKorean.com
Memrise.com
Talktomeinkorean.com

3. Language Academies in Seoul
Easy Korean Academy
Ganada
Language Teaching Research Center
Lexis Korea
Rolling Korea
Seoul Korean Language Academy

http://www.edukorean.com/
http://www.ganadakorean.com/e_index.php
http://www.ltrc.co.kr/eng/
http://lexiskorea.com/
https://www.rollingkorea.com/en/
http://www.seoul-kla.com/

4. In-person Language Classes Outside of Seoul
Korean Immigration and Integration
Program (KIIP)
YMCA

http://www.socinet.go.kr
Check Facebook (city + YMCA)

5. Online Korean Tutoring Services
Hola Korean
iTalki
Preply
SAY Speaking
Verbling

http://www.holakorean.com/
https://www.italki.com/
https://preply.com/
https://www.sayspeaking.com/
https://www.verbling.com/
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Appendix E: Recommended Reading on Korea

Travel Guides
Culture Shock! Korea by John Bocskay
Insight Guide Korea by Tom Le Bas
Lonely Planet Korea by Damian Harper, MaSovaida Morgan, Thomas O'Malley, Phillip Tang, Rob
Whyte (11th Edition)
Moon Handbooks South Korea by Robert Nilsen (2009 edition)
Korean Phrasebooks
Essential Korean: Speak Korean with Confidence! by Soyeung Koh
Lonely Planet Korean Phrasebook by Lonely Planet (7th Edition)
Korean at a Glance by Daniel D. Holt (2nd or 3rd Edition)
Please note: Langenscheidt's Pocket Dictionary Korean/English, English/Korean (Turtleback) is not
recommended, as it relies too heavily on phonetic Romanized pronunciations. ETAs should only
buy phrase-books that include Hangeul, which will be more useful for study and everyday use.
General History/Introduction to Korea
A Korean History for International Readers: What do Koreans Talk About Their Own History and Culture? by
The Association of Korean History Teachers
A history of Korea: An Episodic Narrative by Kyung Moon Hwang
A New History of Korea by Ki-Baik Lee
Everlasting Flower: A History of Korea by Keith L Pratt
Korea: Old and New by Carter Eckert, et al
Korea’s Culture and Customs by Donald Clark
Korea’s Twentieth-Century Odyssey: A Short History by Michael Robinson
Korea’s Place in the Sun by Bruce Cummings
Korea: Tradition & Transformation by Andrew C Nahm
Learning to Think Korean: A Guide to Living and Working in Korea by Robert Kohls
Sources of Korean Tradition edited by Peter H Lee and William Theodore De Bary
The Two Koreas by Don Oberdorfer
North Korea
Comrades and Strangers: Behind the Closed Doors of North Korea by Michael Harrold
North Korea: Another Country by Bruce Cummings
Nothing to Envy: Ordinary Lives in Korea by Barbara Demick
The Aquariums of Pyongyang by Chol-Hwan Kang
The North Korean Revolution, 1945-1950 by Charles Armstrong
Pyongyang: A Journey in North Korea by Guy Delisle (graphic novel)
The Impossible State: North Korea, Past and Future by Victor D. Cha
The North Korean Revolution 1945-1950 by Charles K. Armstrong
Under the Loving Care of the Fatherly Leader: North Korea and the Kim Dynasty by Bradley K. Martin
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Literature
An Appointment With My Brother by Mun-yol Yi
Brother Enemy: Poems of the Korean War ed. by Ji-moon Suh
Comfort Woman by Nora Okja Keller
Early Korean Literature by David R. McCann
Lost Names: Scenes from a Korean Boyhood by Richard E. Kim
Mujong by Yi Kwangsu
Samguk Yusa: Legends and History of the Three Kingdoms of Ancient Korea by Ilyon
Sources of Korean Tradition, Vol. 1, 2 ed. by Peter Lee
Three Generations by Sang-seop Yom
Miscellaneous Non-Fiction
Hamel’s Journal and A Description Of The Kingdom Of Korea 1653-1666 by Hendrik Hamel
Living Dangerously in Korea by Donald Clark
Nanjung Ilgi: War Diary of Admiral Yi Sun-Sin by Yi Sun-Sin
Revolution, and Peace by Horace Underwood (memoirs)
Silence Broken: Korean Comfort Women by Dai Sil Kim Gibson
The Comfort Women by George Hicks
The Imjin War by Samuel Hawley
The Kwangju Uprising by Henry Scott-Stokes
Under the Black Umbrella: Voices from Colonial Korea by Hildi Kang
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